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ta>' Lv\Women are stupid.

They’re cunning but they’re stupid.

Life with a capital L wants it that way.

Their cunning is in their clefts 

Where nothing can dislodge it 

Not even Phil 301 at Queen’s or Varsity.

Women will never give the world a Spinoza,

A Wagner or a Marx;

Some lab technicians and second-rate poets, yes,

But never an Einstein or a Goethe.

Vision is strictly a man’s prerogative,

So’s creativity Except for a handful of female freaks 

With hair on their chins and enlarged glands.

The Amazons? Who ever doubted 

Women’s viciousness could equal men’s?

Let them protest till kingdom come 

But Life who pre-arranged it this way 

Knew what she was about_

And contrived matters wisely and for the best,

Giving men souls and women holes.

No male superiority is vaunted here;

Both are requisite poles 

In this enterprise humans are embarked on;

For spirit straining to get free from matter 

And the world that would forever keep it blind and chained, 

Its concern is not with copulation and birth 

But to go beyond the stars 

And come face to face at last with God.

If women were dreamers too, where would it end?

It would simply end. I mean, of course, the adventure. 

Woman is spirit’s necessary anchorage,

The blest assurance that it will never die;

Let the kite soar marvellously into the sky,

It is still held to the gorgeous flesh that holds it firm.
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Cimba presents AN EVENING WITH
iPeter %cLff Loggins & MessinaThe OUT* 

Festival 
of Crafts

CONTACT LENS 
CONSULTANT 

FOR BETTER VISION
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CRESTED fOPUN JACKETS ‘12 « Éià■A2875 BLOOR ST. W. 
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"Hand made in Ontario" Eü

Canadian Nmlty Shirt * Sportswear Co
I ?«6? Yonge Street Telephone 486 0997 486 0999 JIM CROCEWITH

SPECIAL GUESTMARCH 11/12/1973 SUN., MAR. 18,5 p.m. & 8:30 p.m.
■V 203 Yonge St. I

Uolonials
* MASSEY HALL Tickets $3.50, $4,50, $5.50, $t.S0 >
Available new at Sam's Downtown, All Eaton's A.T.O. 

& by mail order to Massey Hall.

from TO a.m. to 10 p.m.
CASA LOMA, Toronto CAAT presents 

a CONCERT for
Admission : $ .75 students 

with I.D. card 
$1.25 others. THE TORONTO 

ART THERAPY 
INSTITUTE

now appearing

STAN GETZ *ORT, the Organization for 
Rehabilitation 
Training, is the largest, non
governmental technical 
education and vocational 
training system in the world.

through

coming soon

World's Greatest 
Jazz Band

with
, The Goode Brothers 
Keith McKie 
Tom Gallant 
Breathless 
Bear foot, formerly 
Atkinson, Danko & Ford 

- Francis Jourdan with 
Gregory Alliston 
and Barry McVicar 

. Crawford and Wickham
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FROM: Calumet College 
TO: The York Community Town Hall

St. Lawrence Centre
27 Front Street East *The letter to be John Mays' letter of resignation 

from Calumet College, which was sent to EX
CALIBUR and published in its issue of March 1, 1973, 
was a cruel and stupid hoax.

John did not write any such letter. He has not 
resigned from Calumet. He still likes us. And, except 
for one rather deeply sick prankster, we still like him.

8:00 P.M. 
WED. MARCH 14

OO'

■Tickets: $4.00 at Box Office 366 
7723, Sam the Record Man, or 
Mall Order TATI 216 St. Clair 
Ave. West, 921 4374.

Please donate — 
buy a ticket.Peace, Friends.

3Events for On Campus should be 
mailed or handed in to Dawn 
Cotton, Department of In 
formation and Publications, 
N814, Ross. Deadline is Mon 
days, 12 noon._________________

C On Campus
extra seating available — L. Curtis.

7 p.m. — Women Directors and Their Films — “L’Opera 
Mouffe” directed by Agnes Varda, representing the 
psychological states of pregnancy, uniting them conceptually 
into one film; “La Vie Revee” directed by Mirielle Dan- 
sereau, the story of two women who become friends ; Kay 
Armitage will be present to answer questions on Dansereau’s 
films — L. Curtis.

7:30 p.m. — Play ? English 253) “Our Town” — admission 
50 cents — Old Dining Hall, Glendon.

7:30 p.m. — Concert (Program in Music) featuring 
Shambhu Das in a program of North Indian music — 
Bethune College.

Friday, 2 p.m. — Women Directors and Their Films — 
“Orange” directed by Karen Johnson, winner of a prize at 
the New York Erotica Festival ; “Wanda” directed by 
Barbara Loden, winner of the International Critics Prize at 
the Venice Film Festival, 1970 — L. Curtis.

7 p.m. — Women Directors and Their Films — “An 
Evening with Pamela Douglas” — L. Curtis.

8:30 p.m. — (Winters) “Play it Again Sam” (Woody Allen) 
admission $1.25 — I, Curtis.

8:30p.m. — Canadian Ballads — with the Madrigal Singers 
from the University of Guelph ; licenced — Old Dining Hall, 
Glendon.

8:30 p.m. — Performing Arts Series (Faculty of Fine Arts) 
featuring (violinist Tossy Spivakovsky) — tickets for this 
evening are $7.50; staff — $6.; students — $4. — Burton 
Auditorium.

7:30 p.m. — Concert (Program in Music) featuring 
Kathryn Root, pianist, in a program of music by Robert and 
Clara Schumann; with readings from their letters — Music 
Room (016), McLaughlin.

Special Lectures
Thursday, 12 noon — 2 p. m. — (Student Christian 

Movement) “Whom Do the Schools Serve?” by Mark Golden 
Community Schools — Masters Dining Room, Vanier.

1:30 p.m. — Poetry Reading — featuring Earl Birney — 
JCR, York Hall, Glendon College.

3 p.m. — (History) “The History of Population and Social 
Structure” by Peter Laslett, Visiting Professor at York from 
Cambridge University — SCR, Winters.

Friday, 11 a.m. — (History) “British Strategy 1918-1939, 
The Continental Dilemma” by Brian Bond, Professor, 
Department of War Studies, King’s College, University of 
London, England — 110, Curtis.

Saturday, 9:30 a.m.
Fellowship) “What is the Gospel” a one-day conference 
featuring Dr. Peter Steen, formerly of Geneva College and 
Trinity Christian College, Chicago — C. Curtis.

Monday, 4 p.m. — 6 p.m. — (Administrative Studies) 
“Planning and Public Administration in Sweden” by Dr. 
Phillip Moding of Malmo, Sweden, Director of Regional 
Planning for Southern Sweden — Senate Chamber (S915), 
Ross.

Pubs
Wednesday, 8:30 p.m. — Vanier Cabaret — featuring a 

four-man ensemble consisting of guitar, flute and drum ; plus 
a belly dancer — refreshments — Vanier Dining Hall.

For days and hours open, please phone the individual 
coffee houses.
Phone number are listed for your convenience.

Absinthe Coffee House — 013, Winters (2439)
Ainger Coffee Shop — Atkinson College (3544)
Argh Coffee Shop — 051, McLaughlin (3506)
Atkinson Pub — 255 Atkinson (2489)
Buttery — Founders (3550)
Cock and Bull Coffee Shop — 023, Founders (3667) 
Comeback Inn — Atkinson (2489)
George Coffee Shop — N108, Ross (3535)
Green Bush Inn — Winters Dining Hall (3019)
Lichen Coffee Shop — 112, Bethune (3579)
Open End Coffee Shop — 004, Vanier (6386)
Orange Snail Coffee Shop — 107, Stong (3587)
Osgoode Pub — JCR, Osgoode (3019)
Pizza Pit — 124, Central Square, Ross (3286)
Beer Lunches — Grad. Student Lounge, Ross (Tues.); 

JCR, Stong (Thurs.); Atkinson Cafeteria (Tues., Wed., 
Thurs.)

Tap’n Keg Pub — JCR, Bethune (Wed.)

Teach-In (York Christian

8 p.m. — Lecture/ Demonstration (Program in Dance) 
with Charles Weidman, a pioneer of modern dance — JCR. 
Stong.

Wednesday, 12 noon — Professor Malcolm Taylor of York’s 
Faculty of Administrative Studies will speak on “Career in 
the Public Service” — 402, Admin. Studies Bldg.

3 p.m. — (Physics) “Spying on Molecules with Lasers” by 
Professor David May, University of Toronto; Professor May 
is the Canadian Association of Physicists outstanding guest 
lecturer in physics — coffee and donuts will be served 2 p.m. 
to 3 p.m. so that interested persons may meet and talk with 
Professor May C. Curtis.

4:30 p.m. — Chemistry Seminar Series — “Recent Work on 
Organoidium Compounds” by Professor D.G. Tuck, 
University of Windsor — 320, Farquharson.

5 p.m. - 1972-73 OSGOODE LAW SCHOOL ANNUAL 
LECTURE SERIES — “Privacy in the Corporate State: A 
Constitutional Value of Dwindling Significance” by 
Professor Arthur S. Miller, National Law Centre, George 
Washington University — commentator 
Weisstub, Osgoode Hall Law School — Moot Court Room, 
Osgoode.

Saturday, 8:30 p.m. — Classic Film Series (Winters) 
“Whispering Smith” and “The Magnificent Seven” — ad
mission $1.00 — Winters Dining Hall, (note — Classic Film 
Series will be shown on Saturdays only as of this weekend and 
the location has changed from the JCR to the Dining Hall)

8:30 p.m. — “Dantes Inferno” — JCR, Vanier.
8:30 p.m. — (Winters) “Reefer Madness” and “Martian 

Space Party” — admission $1.00 — I, Curtis.
8:30 p.m. — Los Quenchamali — Spanish American music 

— admission 50 cents — Pipe Room, Glendon.
Sunday, 8:30 p.m. — (Winters) “Play It Again Sam” — 

admission $1.25 — I, Curtis.
Monday, 7:30 p.m. — Concert (Program in Music) 

featuring the New Arts Chamber Players performing 
Beethoven and Schafer (please note. the date change, 
originally scheduled for Sunday) — SCR, McLaughlin.

7:30 p.m. — Concert (Program in Music) featuring the 
York Concert Choir led by Jon Higgins and string students of 
Carol Lieberman — SCR, Winters.

Tuesday, 12 noon

Clubs, Meetings
Thursday, 1 p.m. — Ontology Club — 214, Stong.
1 p.m. — Bible Study — 226, Bethune ; also 12 noon Tues., 

107 Vanier; 4 p.m. Wed., 326, Bethune.
7 p.m. — York Flying Club — 348, Stong.
7:30 p.m. — Divine Light Mission — Grad. Lounge, Ross. 
Monday, 12:15 p.m. — Christian Science Organization — 

128, Scott Library.
7 p.m. — Floor Hockey Clinic — all interested persons are 

welcome to participate and learn rules of the sport — for 
further information call Ralph Gauthier at 694-8610 — Tait 
McKenzie.

7:30 p.m. — York Bridge Club — Vanier Dining Hall.
8 p.m. & 9 p.m. — Hatha Yoga — JCR, McLaughlin. 
Tuesday, 9:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. — Christian Counselling &

Religious Consultation — telephone Chaplain Judt at 661-2469 
or 633-2158 - 221-, McLaughlin.

5 p.m. — Kundalini Yoga — JCR, McLaughlin. 
Wednesday, 5 p.m. — Roman Catholic Mass (study group) 

— S717, Ross; also same time, place on Fri.
8 p.m. — Folk Dancing (Jewish Student Federation) Grad. 

Lounge, Ross.
Athletics, Recreation

David W.

Entertainment
Thursday, 12 noon — (Division of Language Studies) 

“Three Cubans” — a recent documentary (in English) in 
which three Cubans — an intellectual, a lower-middle class 
man, and a labourer — express their views on the Cuban 
socialist revolution — N203, Ross.

(Instructional Aid Resources) 
“Dreams” an experiment in visual interpretations of 
students’ dreams — E, Curtis.

4 p.m. — 5:30 p.m. — (Humanities 277) “Rashomon” extra 
seating available — I, Curtis.

8 p.m. — 9:40 p.m. — (Humanities 376) “Running, Jum
ping, Standing Still” and “Help! ! !” extra seating available 
— I, Curtis.

3 p.m. — Concert (Program in Music) featuring Bernard 
Brachli on the clavichord — Music Room (016), McLaughlin. 

3 p.m. — (French Language Training 341) “Etranger” —
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CUPE women face a long road to equality
although they essentially perform Discriminatory attitudes within 
many of the same duties. the rank and file also make equality

Laumont sees the classification difficult. Acting local union 
system as being in the president Ron Beaton admits that 
management’s favour and primarily ..some cieaners — the Italians — 
sexual discrimination. “They’re would rather walk out than do a 
getting a good portion of the labour womans job ” 
cheaper,” she said. More representation of women in

However Laumont sees that by not planning positions, such as
“CUPE locals should negotiate providing plant-wide seniority the executive, is important too.

equitable systems of job evaluation contract gives women the chance to Laumont said she’ll encourage
that will measure the worth of a job compete for jobs in male dominated women to run next time there are
and remove the sex differentiation areas. “The only way the women are CUPE i^ai elections. “Yes it is
altogether.” This was one of several going to insure their jobs is to important. I’d like to see more
major recommendations in the compete with the men for the (WOmen) there.”
report. But with CUPE’s new con- cleaning jobs.” The CUPE status of women report
tract at York there has come an Asked if there might be states that the local union should 
increase in the wage gap between discrimination in hiring for these enforce equal representation of
male cleaners and female cleaning jobs, Laumont agreed. “If women on boards, commissions and
housemaids. a man and woman both applied for advisory bodies. Reluctance to be

That there should be any wage the same job the man would eiected or appointed is common
difference at all lies in the probably get it. Management s amongst women members. The
managements evaluation and title of attitude is not at the point yet where increased work and time in-
the job. A housemaid receives $.5<! people can just walk in and get the yolvement in relation to their
an hour less than a male cleaner job.” families needs and the fear that

their nomination would not be 
regarded seriously keeps the 
executive ratio about 8 to 1.

Laumont also mentioned that 
some female workers are afraid to 
lodge a signatured complaint as they 
feel they might lose their job.

It appears to be difficult for 
women members of the union to deal 
directly with management con
cerning their needs. The question of 
male-female parity was not dealt 
with at the new pact agreement. If it 
is to be dealt with at all, women 
members must stand up to executive 

The group is also looking for a and management for what they want 
large place to have as a gallery, and need.

intermittent, high pitched beeps and meeting place and film theatre for At time of printing one of the 
permutations of the title, (reason young artists. It you are interested women union members

| over passion esaron rove ni ifi fjndjng out more about CAR call housemaid — has decided to submit
=■ nisosap serano vero ipasosn Bob Kell 025-8037) or Judy Steed a grievance demanding a cleaner’s
| etc.) In the middle there was a 021-8594). pay for her job. The union appears

series of pictures of Trudeau. Tbe women’s film festival con- ready to back her completely on
The audience had mixed reactions tinues today and tomorrow. See what seems to be the test case for 

to the film. They ranged from the not,ces for times. wage parity,
feeling it was a fine film artistically 
and politically and that much more 
needed to be done with landscape to 
a feeling of anger and insult that 
here was no clear content, political 
or otherwise.

Weiland says she made the film at 
a time in her life when she felt 
strongly about the U.S. takeovers of
Canada and she made it as a By ROBIN POND
monument and a moratorium for While watching the Miss Teen 
Canada. • Canada Beauty Pageant Tuesday

Weiland has made about 10 films night, I suddenly realized that my
in her 16 years as a filmaker. She conception of what a beauty contest
is an artist and a crafts person as actually is was all wrong. I’d always
well as a filmmaker. thought that in a beauty contest a

She spent a good deal of time in bunch of good-looking girls lined up,
New York and came back to Canada and the one with the best body gets
feeling strongly about the need to picked the winner. But, no, it s no
liberate Canada from U.S. im- like that at all. The girls didn t even
perialism. Her films have dealt with line up; they stood in sort of a zig-
women, Canada and Pierre zag pattern.
Vallieres. Actually, all this talk about the

She thinks her films are all exploitation of the female sex is a lot
political, but criticizes standard of mindless chatter. Bobby Curtola
political films as being too dogmatic - Canada’s own “Mr. Personality”
and not poetic enough. — a man with an untiring smile

She also tries to express in her promptly pointed out at the begin-
films what she calls a feminine ning of the contest that the girls
aesthetic — something she says she were judged as much on their m-
doesn't understand very well. But it tellect, personality, and outside
means not trying to be equal in a interests, as on their appearance,
man’s world but using our feelings Thus, when the girls paraded out, in
and emotions to create our own. evening dresses that looked more
There are things that women would like night-shirts, to the sound of the

old ’20’s hit tune;

Bv NANCY FALCONER although women comprise nearly union recomnriended active steps
“I think if you’re going to be one third of the Canadian union of towards ending male-female-«s » îsmmîScIs .ssœss

Bernadine members are women. issues such as equal pay, op
portunities, benefits, the York local 

A report approved by the CUPE does not seem to have met its 
national convention (September responsibility to its women mem- 
1971) on the status of women in the bers.

to take an
remedy it” was 
Laumont’s explanation of her active 
role in the York caretaker’s union 
executive. She is the only woman on 
the 7 or 8 member executive,
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X Filmaker will raise 
? Canadian conscience

/ myth that the artist’s place is in the 
Joyce garret and making galleries and the 

public realize that artists need 
money too. They are working 
towards a fee schedule for galleries 
to provide for a standard pay for 
displaying their art.

jl By RUTH SHAMAI 
Canadian filmaker,

Weiland came to York Monday to 
show and discuss one of her films, 

r Reason Over Passion, as part of the 
women’s film festival at York this

, ,
fxr|k>i: week.

The film was one and a half hours 
of Canadian landscape broken byI
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CUPE women such as Nina Gatt will have to stand up for their own 
rights Intellect judged 

as well as beauty( \brk Briefs
John Mays' resignation a hoax saw a tap-dancing man fall through 

the roof of her father’s laboratory; 
and Miss Sault Ste. Mane, when she 
was in grade nine, had toilet paper 
olaced in her locker by her friends 
on April Fools, and, when she opened 
her locker, she was so embarrassed!

At this point in the program there 
was a small interview with a fashion 
designer, speaking on behalf of one 
of the sponsors: Legs are in this 
year, girls. Legs are going to be 
really big. That’s what all the guys 
are watching.

But now back to intellect, per
sonality, and outside interests. The 
four finalists each gave a small but 
profound talk on a topic of their 
choice. Talking on travel, Miss 
Toronto claimed, “I’ve travelled in 
many forms, and to many places” 
and went on to state, “the best part 
of any trip is coming home.” In a 
discussion of careers, Miss 
Saskatchewan said that “success is 
derived by striving for something 
you’ve always wanted to.” (I spent a 
long time thinking about that one.) 
And Miss Hamilton firmly asserted 
that “a career in today’s society is of 
the utmost importance.”

Perhaps it is significant that I can 
remember where the girls were 
from, but I can’t remember any of 
their names. But, then, when you’re 
buying swiss cheese, the fact that it 
comes from Switzerland is im
portant; the fact that the cheese- 
maker’s name is Schmidt is highly 
irrelevant.

Beauty Contests are dumb. I don’t 
know why anyone watches them; 
but, then, I don’t know why anyone 
watches Lawrence Welk or Mutual 
of Omaha’s Wild Kingdom, either. 
But they do. Still, if you’re going to 
have a beauty contest, you might as 
well be honest about it. It was really 
much easier when we could be 
honest male chauvinists rather than 
hypocritical psychologists. I confess 
that, although I was able to form an 
opinion about who was prettiest, 
(Bobby Curtola — an easy winner) I 
wasn’t up to the task of determining 
which one had the best personality, 
intellect, and outside interests.

A letter of resignation supposedly tendered by Calumet liaison officer 
John Mays and printed in Excalibur last week was revealed this week as a 
hoax. As well as to Excalibur, copies were sent to the university president, 
both the master and assistant master of Calumet College and the Calumet 
college general meeting. The fraudulent letters were composite photocopies 
using a superimposed signature of Mays’ on a letterhead stolen from the 
Calumet student Liaison office. What upset Mays most was the letter’s 
complaint of “hypocracy (sic) maintained in the staff of this college. 
Replied Mays ; “This is the most straightforward administration I have ever 
worked with.” Mays described his liaison position as totally rewarding, his 
activities ranging from finding student housing to translating a Greek 
passage for a student, last week. He is alive and well and still available in 
116 Atkinson for whatever help he can provide. Excalibur regrets any em- 
barrassment it added to the situation in printing the alleged resignation .

Fees receipt available on demand
Those students who have failed to pay this year’s second installment fee 

and are awaiting the receipt for their first instalment had best hurry over to 
the Temporary Office Building before the end of March. Due to Ontario 
government policy, the York accounting department was instructed to mail 
out only one receipt per academic year. A student failing to pay his second 
instalment, due to the now defunct fee strike or for any reason, would have 
only received in the mail a tax receipt covering the payment of last year’s 
second instalment. Although the accounting department will refuse to mail 
out a receipt covering the September payment to students in this position, 
they must legally hand it over on demand. If you have paid the first in
stalment and have still not received a receipt, go personally to student ac
counts at the TOB and ask for it. Tax reports must be filed by the end of 
March, so hurry.

be more likely to express in their art 
and Weiland has opened the door a 
bit for it to happen more.

Weiland says she is obsessed with 
the oppression of people and 
realizing there is a rich Canadian _ J „ t
culture considers it part of her work I was glad Mr. Curtola had filled

in. I might have started looking for 
curves. But, no, this is the wrong 
approach. When you’re looking her 
over once or twice you are at-

“Ain’t she nice?
Look her over once or twice.
Now I ask you very confidentially, 
Ain’t she nice?"

Ziedan Atashi spoke Tuesday
help raise people’s consciences so 
they will take their lives into their 
own hands.

She sees that art always expresses ...
the ideology of the ruling class at tempting to discern her personality,
any particular time. It is part of the and intellect, and outside interests,
artists role, she feels to convey an Discerning intellect, personality, 
understanding of our history — a and outside interests, was a ra er
history of struggle, oppression and difficult task, though ; since, aside
militancy. To counter the effects of from attempting to keep up with
New York on popular tastes, Curtola in the smiles department,
Weiland says to artists : “Go back to the girls didn’t seem to do much of
find the roots of the Group of Seven anything. I was disappointed when I
and go back to the landscape.” found out that there wasn t going o

She is presently writing a script beany talent contest That s always
for a film about Tom Thompson that the best part. But, oh well 
will be a mixture of all kinds of We did get an opportunity to meet 
things — history, politics and a love each of the 10 semi-finalists, thoug .
story. With the script almost Each related an interesting anec-
complete the main thing she needs dote from their lives as gir s
now is money - about $100,000. growing up m Canada. Miss Toronto

Weiland works with a group called got lost in a taxi somewhere jus
Canadian Artist Representatives, outside Tokyo; Miss New Brun

swick, when she was very small,

Ziedan Atashi, the first Arab citizen appointed to Israel s diplomatic 
service in the New York consulate, spoke at York Tuesday as Part Is™el1 
week events on campus. Atashi said that Jews and Arabs in the Middle East 
can learn to co-exist by looking to the example of Israeli Arabs and Jews. 
Atashi said both Jews and Arabs want to rehabilitate the Palestinians as a 
final solution to the conflict, but not at the expense of Israel The campus 
celebration marks the 25th anniversary of the state of Israel.

Left and right opposed Hitler
Conservatives and communists were the major participants in the Ger- 

resistance to Hitler during the second World War, according to 
professor Hans Mommsen, who spoke at York Monday. Mommsen, a 
descendant of the nineteenth century liberal historian Theodor Mommsen, 
said that one reason behind the lack of liberal participation in the resistance 
was the failure of the liberal democratic Weimar constitution during the 
1920s. The lack of a solid tradition, which both conservatives and com
munists possessed as a unifying basis for a Germany without Hitler, was 
another reason for the absence of a sizable democratic opposition to 
Naziism. More than 100 York students and professors jammed lecture hall K 
to hear Mommsen, a history professor from the University of Bochum in 
West Germany. His address was co-sponsored by Atkinson college and the 
Goethe Institute of Toronto, a branch of the chief cultural association of West 
Germany.

man

(CAR) dedicated to smashing the
1 " ? 1 n «xy :.\.V * ; y a/V »
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Maximum flexibility provoked evocative exhibits
-‘Women’s Work",^collectioTS work by women wScrex^s^dKD°Ugh’’ sculPture, 

7fiUdFp? a,VhT 0nnr'° follege of Art 0Pened at Gallery in the elaborate produc tiJ/oTfoST repulsion mvolved

S « —-P a. OCA

prevented inclusion of all material submitted. Ver! Frank^^ovce" w-’the ,sPeakers included
The results in most cases were inventive evocative Discussion rnvproi/-, a 16 and and Bonnie Kreps. 

and amusing. Although woman’s liberation was not a to be taken seriously '•e«y of,toPics- such as how
theme of the exhibit per se, it was obvious that many of problem of coping with a mHpIv fiTl a WOman’ and the 
the women had strong opinions on the subject which art as honest Pfnfliimo 3 S(^ ®ty 11131 does not consider 
were reflected in their art. Through a variety of moHia w „ f ulUime work for a woman, 
which ranged from silk screen and ceramics to cookie whSiclosedF^ ï °VerfU ftimation «f the exhibit, 
dough and serviettes, Women’s Work examined the pleased not ,mîv 25;,c^.a.tor A™y Lewitt seemed quite 
ways in which women respond to their environment and some of’ tho rpiLWl h-, Women’s Work", but also with 
themselves. Donja Jarrett’s “Boob on Wheels” in wood that because of ito'nnn'i, Th5 organizers felt
and metal provided an interesting perspective on the point out some of thp inaH ^ statJJS’ the show helped to 
female body, while Audrey Armstrong’s six foot long ?tonda?dsTmrlf ann!? qUa^ present day selection 
Liberated Knitting Needles” and Barbara Laffey’s standards currenilv ii/hT ^ equally inadequate 
Groceries” ironically examined some objects which contributor for ex/mnto ° de“nbe women’s art. One 

traditional accoutrements of a woman’SJrole. Other that her woOk wJs “hL^- 3»mfo,rr??ed by a male critic 
works were less politically oriented but eauallv nrovide an imnôî t ^ ■ Hopefully, this exhibit may 
delightful. A good example is Ann Jordan’s “Hors position on their workardTeirstoLt0a™men.their

are
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WINNER OF THREE ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS

BEST ACTOR
LAURENCE MICHAEL 

OLIVIER CAINE
BEST DIRECTION

JOSEPH L MANKKWICZ
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STUDENT-RAILPASS jjfL.
Eurailpass, Box 2168, Toronto 1, Ontario Rfe i» t. .JÊÊÊ
Please send me your free Student Railpass folder order 
form. □
Or your freeturailpass folder with railroad map. □
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So you plan to spend the and very comfortable. They have to 
Summer in Europe this year. Great. be. So you'll meet us on our trains It 
Two things are mandatory. A ticket really is the way to get to know 
to Europe. And a Student-Railpass. Europeans in Europe 
The first gets you over there, the But there’s one catch. You
second gives you unlimited Second must buy your Student-Railpass in 
Class rail travel for two months for a North America before you go. 
modest $135 in Austria, Belgium, They’re not on sale in Europe 
Denmark France, Germany, because they are meant strictly for
Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, visitors to Europe—hence the
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, incredibly low price Of course if 
and Switzerland! All you need to you’re loaded you can buy a regular 
qualify is to be a full-time student up Eurailpass meant for visitors of all 
to 25 years of age, registered at a 
North American school, college or 
university.
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ages. It gives you First Class travel if 
that’s what you want.

Either way if you're going 
And the trains of Europe are to zip off to Europe, see a Travel

mnnnn10?' W?y *° traveL 0ver A9ent before you go, and in the
100,000 miles of track links cities, meantime, rip off the coupon. It
owns and ports all over Europe. The can’t hurt and it’ll get you a better 

trains are fast (some over 100 mph), time in Europe than you ever thought 
frequent, modern, clean, convenient
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SLEUTH" Ripping-off Europe?
Student Railpass available from AOSC.
Association of Student Councils 
44 St. George Street, Toronto 5, Ontario (416) 962-8404

Also available: student flights to Europe and within 
Europe, car rentals, international ID cards, tours 
student hostels and jobs abroad.
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Unfair business discrimination

Women started their own publishing
By AGNES KRUCHIO

concern
against marriage, but only the way 

When you walk into the Women’s it has been organized thus far. The
Press offices on Bloor Street, the wife’s position should not be sub-
atmosphere is one of quiet hustle servient. Under the existing system
and bustle, of people engrossed in there are no viable alternatives for
what they are doing. self-respecting women. It is simplest

What they are doing is quite to resign ; and the media tends to
unique. The Canadian Women’s reinforce this kind of perspective.
Educational Press, as it is officially Sorensen-Foster feels that many 
called, was formed a year ago this people, women especially, may find 
February. the women’s movement em

it arose in response to a need in barrassing and painful because of 
this country for historical and this lack of viable alternatives, 
contemporary 
Canadians,
Canadian women.

WOMEN: »
ttli'» M i* W

■'T ■ '

L\" tfi. 5
This group thus has taken the first 

and specifically, step in the direction of finding one, 
re-educating women to their value 

They wrote Margaret Atwood, as human, though female, beings; as 
who was instrûmental in forming workers; as sexual partners ; as
ANANSI’ another young Canadian political entities. They see them-
publishing house. In her book, selves as part of the general 
Survival, Atwood discusses the movement toward basically 
problems facing Canadians who are changing society and the means by 
trying to achieve their own national which decisions are made, 
identity. A piece of art, as well as Many of the women, like their 
being a creation to be enjoyed, can counterparts in other women’s 
also be a mirror. The reader looks at organizations, have taken a long 
the mirror and sees not the writer painful, soul searching look at 
but herself, and behind her image in themselves and at the alternatives 
the foreground, a reflection of the 
world she lives in.”

Estimates are that no more than

writings on

ri ■’
■-?

A. . I►u f,

«4

that were open to them as women. 
Painfully they have had to overcome 
the socialization that they have 

live per cent of the books bought in received since childhood.
Canada are Canadian written and, Many of them could be earning a
published. As writing and publishing lot more money working in the in- 
are the country s intellectual life, dustry but they prefer to do this,
the lack of this reflects our branch Because of the personal meaning of
plant dominated publishing industry the work, it becomes almost a 24
and the gross underdevelopment of hour job even though many have Women's Place is built around small collective
national and cultural life. Women children and husbands to ‘take care groups on the premise that it provides a great
ave played an extremely small of". many areas in which a newcomer might become

part in our literary magazines and in They now have an efficient
publishing. distributing system across the

Canadian publishing industries country and find that they are
vital to the growth of a national succeeding in their original goal of
culture, are owned by American, building a market of their own. They
British and other foreign interests. have several manuscripts under
These women, all aged between 20 way: Two historical pieces, History
and 30, experienced in publishing of Women in the Family in Canada
found their university skills were not and Women in Work, the latter By SARA DIAMOND sciousness raising group where she activities and services nroviHpri
being put to use in the industry. The covering the period between the two The Women’s Place is a feminist can meet with other women and talk the Women?Place- P
highest position they could aspire to world wars, are to be published by centr<;: U works on many levels, about the subjective feelings she has Lettuce Out Bookstore - feminist 
was copy editor even with a fall; Marxism and Feminism, a providing programs for women just about herself as a woman fnd about wrUings and liSafore hv ÏÏZln
Master s degree. In response to this theoretical discussion of a current recently attracted to the women’s her oppression. This usually leads The Library — lending Hhrarv of
n?«enr8e t/2.Cy formed th® Women’s issue in the movement; Women in liberation movement and outlets for women to understand that they are feminist wittogs and writtoa^bv
press for the purpose of teaching the Arts; and several children’s women who have made a com- not isolated in their experience th™ and about womS 8 Y
themselves ali aspects of the manuscripts are also in the making. mitment to the movement. there are objective factors that have Liberation School
publishing business and starting “We are an exercise in sisterhood. The Place functions as a number to be changed which cause their our Ses and our
their own press. There is no hierarchy in our of small collectives tied together by oppression and exoloUatfon At ths a bon td?f f Pr !!

There are nine staff members and organization. Everyone has an area a loose structure to enhance com- point the working collectives?t the women’s struggle P . -hani!?
nine volunteers. In Canadian by / for that she is responsible for, and one mumcation between women doing Place are important for they allow a courses to teaches’skills'"that we

P??hmg 11 !S d,fficult to area is no more important than work on different levels of society, woman to use her new un we?e never fought because L~
break into the big markets that are another,” said Sorenson-Foster. This prevents overlapping and in- derstandings constructively and women (auto 8
represented by department stores To the individuals that make up sures that new women are referred provide an opportunity to take ac- etc > Cpa ’ apty’
and supermarkets. Their first book this group, the press represents the t0 collectives whose activities might tion or to study particular questions Work Collectives varieH and 
however has been immensely ‘other’ half of their personalities interest them. Decisions are made The Women’s Place ,s e?ger for new many Som? examples
successful. It has already gone that they feel would be atrophied in by consensus and each collective is ideas and suggestions for areas of collective to work wkh nre« and
through its second printing and has the kind of situations that would be represented at a central collective study Any woman coming into the PR women mJdi Pre®S 3nd
fast become the reference text for their lot in today’s oppressive which deals with administrative PlaceÆXSSdï colfoctive (to deal S he mZIrmany courses from sociology, to business world. And thus, by op- questions (money, space) and major destroying her own and/or her women are oresented in^he medîa
political science, to history and posing the slings and arrows of policy questions. sisters oppression will be welcomed ?nd to cîEftïïttS?nhipSfr.«ï„n
women s courses. The book covers outrageous fortune, they might just A woman new to the movement with open arms. ,n commercials abortfon and birthhe"> “ “d m*ht ■ — The lowing are some o, ihe "o„Tco,T,ciI^Tg^tS

They expected fierce competition ^ collective, Nellie McClung
from other Canadian publishers - _ - — ^ ^ ^ ^ m________ f f m Collective (International Women’s
when they first started out but have O l G1/1f 3TOGSSGS S td f7 O TITOl 303ÊÊ1S t lto, wrifefound support from bookstores and " " " " Ê1 * w C non-sexist kids books, and try to
other publishers - moral, legal and chan6e way kids are socialized

accepting Wardairs term<?Graphic in Waterloo. Their second " W W €At UuH O Iwf # # #0 together for lesbian women, as well
Sd.” „dh hoïrsTart'te"^ Flippant put-d.JË hk^'recem'headlme in The Sun ‘-bianlsTa^ iem'Smthé

followed Theae women envision a -<» Whnt A Pretty Strike - have not discouraged the theif ïéshta Za r^erïïî ZX 3^,0n « lesb,“ »>
responsible publishing company. ^ Wardair members of the Canadian Airline Flight strike vote was delivered the pilots approached the Th/othpr wnmQ„ A t ,Response from the public has been Attendants Association (CALFAA) as they entered the company to arrange a contract for themsefo? Whn! °thfer ^«man 7.A femm,ist
reassuring. “Often they will send a third month of their strike. the stewardesses^ walkS the ? paper Crested in doing articles
$5 or $10 bill to buy a three do 'ar Thfey are standing firm on their demands for the right settled a satisfactory ïo^ract MaL Wardafr oi ote AomelTaboA/articles bybook”, said Sandra Sorensen- to refuse duty after 16 continuous hours of work and for own shares in the company Many Wardair pilots women about their experiences and
c^’a^ a?TteaCheS 3 WOmen’S bise ' ^ ^ fr°m dUty * h°me ,*£*■’ picketingf °n the airport access routes cT Groups - Informal rap

Their manuscripts often originate Until they are satisifed they will continue to picket and based Wardafr ^omen^ave^progresse? 10°™?° sfr w^vel? atoTIh t0 ^
from the public. “We get everything meet the two incoming Wardair flights Thursday night. frontations with Minister of T^honr 8inhn M.m° ana !.tr“ctlvel.y about their oppression,
from true-to-life dog-stories to On Jan. 12, after 14 months of negotiations for their Max Ward owner of the airline Organized by area and needs of
academic analyses on women’s f,rst contract, the women voted unanimously to reject Munro’s replv when attendants mieetinneH «.hv women (there is a therapeutic group
economic situation in Canada.” thecornpany offer and overwhelmingly to strike. were not guaranteed the recommended Mhourwtk «cample)feminist counsellor, for

They are always open to con- Until the strike the Wardair stewardesses were week of employees in other fields was that bv averaging .
tributions from the public whether working under conditions that included scheduled duty the number of hours the women work thmnghnnAhf peakers There are a group of 
theoretical papers on the political, ^ of 23 and 24 hours and complete disregard for year the? come out wkh a? eiS ho5r dav ^ PlaCe wbo wU1 dosocio-economic and sexual op- minimum rest periods between flights set by the presence^ several uniformed Attendants affected P kl?g engagements^ on the

Braaawéïssrs K'3Sélsl,,l”‘'*ddMKl“ ="s lmovemde", , :
g^ht ,MéLS»rra,5 tendante. *■' “ 3"d Pad"C fllgh‘ «" «Jag*jfÏÏTïS

wii, 168,1
really be solved in a profound unqualified after one year ot not tiyrng/new stewar flight duties enTed ^ V ™ ^ their ^d."*uch’ much more ,
manner until the whole social desses only partially trained and former Wardair at- Wardair attendants feel that their responsibility to n„n7ÎV a JÎP f°°n ~ Wom1e.n s 
system changes. Their framework tendants who were previously forced to retire after their their passengers is as great if not greater than that of the P "f ^1 meatr® groups’ working
accordingly, is socialist. They marriages to Wardair crewmen. pilots and that they should have at least a similar limit of omen s group, strike support,
believe that women’s sexuality is Wardair crewmen unhesitatingly cautioned the 15 hours for in-flight time. Any women interested in the Place
exploited in the media by keeping stewardesses not to voice their objections and informed CALFAA would appreciate public support at their should phone 929-3185 or come to 31
them in the traditionally subservient them that they had no right to ask for any im- Thursday rallies. They meet in room 210 of the Avion °upo"tSL (off AvenueRd.) If you’d
positions as wives. They are not provenants. They entered into a campaign with War- Hotel at 6:00 p.m. then proceed to the aiçport. to rece,ve our newsletter, just

I"

involved. Kathy McLeod and Sandra Sorensen- 
Foster are two of the organizers.

Built around small collectives 
Women's Place ups awareness

courses on

con-
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Today is International Women's Day, a tradition of more than 60 years 

standing marking worldwide solidarity with the struggle of women to achieve 
their liberation as a part of the international struggle against all oppression 
and exploitation. The day was first declared in 1910 by a meeting of socialist 
women in Copenhagen. In 1915 on that day, German women demonstrated 
against the war and the arrest of revolutionary, Rosa Luxemburg. On March 8, 
1917, Russian women textile workers in Petrograd sparked a strike wave that 
ended in the overthrow of the czar and the establishment of the first workers' 
state.

The women’s movement as it looks now
directions to pursue. Our solutions may 
be in terms of the external political 
analysis or they may be confined to 
individual self-realization. Individual 
self-realization cannot achieve the 
political power the women’s movement 
needs, but to keep our political activity 
sensible, it is essential to emphasize 
individual self-realization and un
derstanding. The symbiotic relationship 
between the two contains the possibility 
for a revolution, the likes of which has 
not yet been experienced in human 
history.

possibilities of the women’s movement. 
But there is optimism about the 
possibilities for change caused by the 
women’s movement precisely because it 
is such a grass-roots, unorganized 
movement.

To those of us who are involved in 
women’s liberation as a process of in
dividual and social reconstruction 
rather than as an external hobby, we 
find the clues to direction in ourselves. 
As we re-define ourselves and our 
relationship to the world we discover, 
both individual and for some, political

women’s movement does not make 
sense to them as an autonomous 
organization. They have lost interest 
with the present state of the women’s 
movement. because instead of 
progressing in a coherent, politically 
effective way, it has degenerated into 
separatism and scape-goating.

Both of these women look at women’s 
oppression in society as part of the whole 
sphere of capitalist oppression. Within 
thus sphere both men and women are 
oppressed. Sexism is not only a per
sonally recognizable characteristic but 
also a socially determined trait. The 
characteristic has to be personally 
identified and dealt with, but the root of 
the problem is not men’s piggery, it is 
the society which operates by virtue of 
that piggery.

Because of their political analysis of 
women’s oppression, both women think 
that liberation can be achieved 
primarily through women working in 
politics to change the capitalistic 
structure.

The radical lesbian’s stance and their 
separatist politics do not seem to lead in 
any fruitful, liberating direction. This 
direction of the movement leads instead 
to stagnation and degeneration. For that 
reason, though these two women 
positively acknowledge the reality of 
women’s oppression, they do not look to 
the women’s liberation movement as an 
autonomous organization, for the final 
solution.

There is one more direction in the 
women’s movement — the area of legal 
reform. It is one aspect of the women’s 
movement that we are publicly con
fronted with and made aware of above 
all other issues in the movement. In the 
area of legal reform the end of the 
women’s movement is more clear cut. 
Equality of rights and opportunities are 
the obvious goals. Our problems in legal 
reform appear when questions of 
retributive justice arise, such as 
demands for back-pay for the years 
worked at jobs for unequal pay. The 
problems arise when we confront our 
own lower expectations because of social 
conditioning. Our problems arise with 
the lack of adequate daycare facilities. 
Our problems continue with the en
trenched sexist attitudes on the part of 
men and are sugar coated with reform 
legislation requirements but essentially 
unchanged. Thus, while legal reform is 
essential in the liberation of women, it is 
totally unsatisfactory as a final solution.

Where is the women’s movement 
going from here? We have issued no 
general policy statement on how to treat 
basic problems of organization and 
power. We have not learned how to co
ordinate the different directions of the 
movement and the fragmentation 
caused by this could severely limit the

The question for those who have been 
involved with the women’s movement 
for some length of time is “where is the 
movement going?”

The questions of direction and ends of 
the movement also arise for women who 
develop an interest in the movement,and 
who try to decide for themselves if this is 
a relevant activity to their lives. Women 
who have come to the women’s 
movement equipped with a prior 
political analysis have generally looked 
for a clear ideological. stand in the 
movement,which included both defined 
goals and defined methods with which to 
achieve those goals, and an organized 
hierarchial structure. Both of these 
characteristics are noticeably absent 
from the women’s movement as it 
presently exists. For those who have 
stayed in the movement despite the 
absence of these characteristics, the 
definition of what women’s liberation is, 
and what individual liberation looks like* 
has come from exploration of our human 
possibilities while participating in the 
movement.

To describe the absence of certain 
organizational features in the women’s 
movement is to describe it negatively.
But this points out a significant dif
ference in the women’s movement from 
most large-scale organizations without 
acceding to the value judgment 
generally placed on organizational 
structure. Structure and bureaucracy 
are generally considered necessary 
evils. They are necessary because they 
create the conditions wherein effective 
work and change can occur; they are 
evil because of the lack of humanity they 
encourage within the organization. Most 
of the women in the movement 
acknowledge the truth of this assump
tion and put a high enough value on the 
human aspect of the movement to try 
and deal with minimal structural 
definitions.

The choice of structural definitions 
used by the different women’s groups 
depends on the direction the women 
involved want to pursue. There is a 
fairly general agreement about the evils 
of structure and hierarchy, however, 
some groups have bowed to these 
necessities, in varying degrees, in order 
to achieve political power. Other groups, 
which center around consciousness 
raising and individual liberation, have 
concentrated on the intrinsic 
revolutionary value of these activities 
and have not concerned themselves with 
achieving political power within the 
existing societal structure. The flavour 
of anarchy resulting from the emphasis 
on individual solutions characterizes the 
group. Another direction in which 
feminists are going is radical 
lesbianism. These women have com
bined individual solutions with a 
political stance, which is to expend their 
energies solely on women. They have 
redefined their sexual nature, the root of 
their oppression, to combat that op
pression. The value of this stand as a 
political solution is dubious. It does little 
to affect the general quality of all of our 
lives because it never approaches the
visible political sphere. It leaves the loft n# i/Va 
status quo unchanged. f wf L Mfl/uCT

Radical lesbians are not the only No, your writer need not pose in the nude 
women who have attempted to co- for the centre-fold of Excalibur. She has 
ordinate individual solutions with already done so — (see centre-fold March l, 
political statements. Two Toronto 1972 edition.)
women who were actively involved with She has laid bare the nature of her thinking, 
women’s groups in ’70 and ’71 talked She has exposed her inability to write. The 
recently about their experiences. One of content- style> size and wording of this 
the women is no longer involved in any "rlemoir f'’orT 1970 eliminate all credibility 
specifically feminist activities and the from any further articles penned or edited by
other woman is partially involved with How could she so mar the York university 
the newly reorgamzed women’s group at publication as she has done? How could the 
Glendon. They both stated that the editor-in-chief allow this to be published?

— CAROLINE GRAY

Letters to the editor
Culture editor Would you have accepted this article from 

any student other than your cultural editor?
C.l. IRWIN

in a fur coat or ornament. To wear the fur of a 
wild animal is to carry a badge stating that 
one has no respect for other forms of life, that 
one supports the torture and murder of 
wildlife.

Perhaps the problem is that people tend to 
disassociate themselves from the act of 
trapping. They do not try to imagine the pain 
to the animal. Yet could these same people 
imagine their own dog or cat lost in the wild 
and caught in a trap? The thought is un
pleasant, but wild animals experience as 
much pain and suffer as much agony.

Trapping must 
be dealt with
One issue which has received a lack of 

commentary by this paper is the trapping of 
fur-bearing animals. Not only has this paper 
failed to rally support against trapping, but it 
publishes ads by fur retailers.

Can students on the one hand cry out about 
injustices and atrocities to people but ignore 
the atrocities to animals? It makes me feel 
sick each time I see someone strutting around

Let us denounce those who buy the furs of 
wild animals for it is they who provide the 
market and the reason for atrocities in the 
wild.

W. FAG

I
6 Excalibur, March 8, 1973

XCAU3U Excalibur, founded in 1966, is fhe York University weekly and is independent politically. Opinions ex 
pressed are the writer's and those unsigned are the responsibility of the editor Excalibur is a member of 
Canadian University Press and attempts to be an agent ot social change Printed at Newsweb, Excalibur 
is published by Excalibur Publications under the auspices of the Council of the York Student Federation
editor in chief, Marilyn Smith, news editor, Jim Daw. managing editor, Lerrick Starr, cultural editor, 
Lynn Slotkin. photography editor, Peter Hsu, sports editor, Ed Piwowarczyk, cartoon editor, 
John Rose, CUP editor, Shelli Hunter; staff at large, Paul Thomson, Dave Phillips, Valerie Sullivan, 
Mike Barris, Harold Stein, Peter Matilainen, Nancy Hobbs, Robin Rowland, Danny Zanbilowicz, Jerry 
Silverman, Carla Sullivan, Marg Poste, Bernie Stein, Ken Myron, Lionel Llewellyn, Harry Stinson, Carl 
Stieren, Ron Rosenthal, Ray van Eenoaghe, Rob Barlow, Warren Clements, Harry Kitz, Wolfgang 
Lamers, Mike and Roy (pasties). Business and advertising, Roily Stroeter, advertising, Jackie Stroeter 
Editorial — phone 667 3201, 3202, advertising — phone 667 3800

Everything secret degenerates: nothing 
is safe that does not show it can bear 
discussion and publicity - Lord Acton
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A true story

The life of a chauvinized female
Men liked pretty girls. Mummies liked pretty 
girls. I wallowed in the admiring gazes of 
neighbours who would comment, “My, isn’t 
your daughter a pretty little thing. I suppose 
she has lots of boyfriends.” Being pretty 
became my whole existence. I thrived on 
shaved legs, mascara and hair-curlers. Yet 
somehow through my beautiful face, I 
managed to scrape through school and 
graduate. I decided to go to university. Lots of 
cute guys there.

And so in the fall of 1970, I trotted off to 
York university, armed with my lipstick and 
my disarming smile. But I met some strange 
men there. Men who were more concerned 
with what I thought than with how I looked. 
Men who analyzed my literature rather than

my curvature. Men who expected me to fend 
for myself ; to apply myself to the solutions of 
simple problems, not rely on them for help.

I also met some strange women there. 
Women who succeeded by using their heads, 
not their hips. Women who incited men’s 
attention, not with perfume but with 
provocative thoughts.

I slowly realized that these people were 
interested in the new me. The real Shelli 
behind the blushed cheeks and red lips. So I 
slowly unmasked myself. I’m still in the 
process of doing so. It’s tough. I’ve lived so 
long in the Cosmopolitan world.

It’s sort of like that commercial where the 
Swedish girl says, “Take it off. Take it all 
off.” Well, I’m trying. Trying still to let the 
real me out.

My parents named me Shelley. In grade 
school there was a boy with the same name, 
so I spelt it Shelli. But I still preferred my 
middle name, Jennifer — it was so feminine.

I remember trying to fix the toilet in my 
basement. It never flushed properly. One day 
I got daring and lifted the porcelain lid from 
the tank to examine the intricacies. Quite a 
brave little girl. After all, weren’t toilets dirty 
little fixtures to be examined only by daddies 
or big men called plumbers? My mom told me 
to leave toilet fixing to these sort of men. 
Toilets were not playthings for little girls. My 
adventures into the mechanized world came 
to an abrupt end. Besides, what are daddies 
for?

The little girl named Shelli grew up into a 
world of lipstick, perfume and bubble bath.

A male chauvinist pig grows up
When I finally started scoring regularly 

there was still something wrong. I slowly 
started to realize that there was a connection 
between seeing girls as a chalk mark on the 
bathroom wall and my loneliness.

When I started to become political the shit 
really hit the fan. The women I began to meet 
were different. They said I was an uncaring, 
insensitive, sexist, male-chauvinist pig. Aside 
from being right they were also intelligent, 
interesting and friendly and that was hard to 
deal with.

When 1 finally began listening to the women 
I knew I found the support I needed to change 
my value system. What followed were some 
real relationships based on caring and 
learning from my partners.

It made a hell of a lot more sense.
I’ve learned the seemingly obvious fact that 

relationships are only the sum total of the love 
and understanding that are put into them. The 
friendships I have with women are creative 
and fulfilling and I feel more like a human 
being than a con man.

Yeah I know that we’re all conditioned and 
breaking out seems like an uphill battle : but 
treating women like people instead of a 
fucking machine is a sure sign that men are 
starting to grow up. You really don’t have 
much choice now that most women are get- 
t ing hip to male bullshit anyway.

“Aw come on, honey, if you really loved me 
you would.” Sure it’s crap but it worked when 
used with a little imagination.

When I was young I was scared to death of 
sexuality — most men I know were and a lot 
still are. With the apparent accent on James 
Bond style performance and the lack of any 
real information it’s not surprising. I really 
believed the guys who said, “I was with this 
crazy nympho last night and we balled for six 
hours before I came.”

I dealt with my fears like any normal male 
would — I faked it. I was the fastest talking, 
smoothest, understanding, kind, experienced, 
liar in the school and I was surrounded by 
girls — I didn’t even own a car. But I wasn’t 
really sleeping with them although I fumbled 
around a lot. I wasn’t very happy.

With a lot of help from my new friends I 
realized I was only interested in fucking 
women ; not knowing them. I wasn’t listening 
to them, taking them seriously or seeing them 
as people. That was why I was miserably 
lonely and my sex life was a sham.
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Letters to the editor should be sent c/o Excalibur, Central 
Square, Ross Building. For reasons of space, letters should 
b'eno more than 250 words and Excalibur reserves the right 
to abridge letters for length. Any letter, which in the opinion 
of Excalibur's advisors, is libelous or slanderous, will not be 
printed. No unsigned letters will be printed, but the writer 
may ask to remain anonymous. All letters will be run - but 
due to limited space, they may not run the same week they 
are received.

Letters to the Editor
“elaborate on your projections for future 
CYSF policy” if you only intended to 
misquote a few sentences? I only agreed to 
the interview after I was assured by your 
reporter that he would not edit it. When I was 
later informed by your news editor that the 
interview would be written as a news story, I 
still did not object. But I never would have 
agreed to the printing of “excerpts” in in
terview style. By cutting the bulk of the an
swers to each question, while still presenting 
them as verbatim replies, you convey the 
general impression that I offered pat an
swers.

bureaucrats allow me to join the college, run 
in the ensuing CYSF elections, and expose 
my opportunism to the eyes of all Calumet 
students? Why not leave the decision up to the 
students themselves?

Rose and the other members of the Calumet 
clique do not represent Calumet college, they 
are not interested in fighting for the real 
needs of its students, they are not even 
elected by popular mandate. The ULS on the 
other hand has consistently organized York 
students in defence of their interests, and 
defends its record and program openly. What 
is the program of S. Rose? What is his record?

DALE RITCH

Response to a 
persona! attack

Give a Ph. D.
to Socrates

1 would like to make a few comments in 
response to the crude personal attack on me, 
in the Feb. 22 Excalibur by S. Rose, a 
Calumet student. I was accused of being a 
false prophet, of trying to use Calumet college 
to further my own political aims. Rose states 
that he questions my “integrity” and not my 
“political ideology."

The true intention of this diatribe however 
becomes clear toward the end of the letter in 
the following quote. “I have little or no faith in 
would-be radicals whose revolutions always 
seem to lie somewhere in the future.” Rose 
obviously is substituting an attack on my 
character, for an attack on the program and 
ideas that I defended in the recent election 
campaign.

According to Rose, I “cared little about the 
college or the people affiliated with it,” and 
my attitudes went totally “against the 
community philosophy of the college.” The 
latter accusation is true. The Calumet tribe is 
a tiny, social clique who carry out their 
sandbox activities in the name of Calumet 
students. This clique consciously attempted 
to sabotage Calumet’s entry into CYSF 
sensing that CYSF challenged its own power.

The alienation affecting all university 
students, including those in Calumet, is 
rooted in the nature of the university, 
institution of capitalist society. This 
alienation cannot be ended by groovy, “we’re 
all a big family” cliques such as the Calumet 
tribe. The solution lies in students fighting for 
and winning, political power.

1 care no more or no less about Calumet 
students than I do about other York students. 
We’re all in the same boat together. The 
notion, that Calumet students have different 
interests and needs with regard to CYSF than 
other students, is foreign to me. The student 
council should be a political union that fights 
for the needs of all students. The reason that 
socialists run for student government is not to 
advance ourselves, but to offer our leadership 
skills and program to all students.

My admission to Calumet was blocked 
primarily because of a handful of the tribal 
bureaucrats. If I was such a threat to the 
students of Calumet why didn’t these

As recent graduates of York university, 
we’d like to suggest a step whereby York can 
establish its reputation as one of the leading 
universities on this continent. As you most 
assuredly already know, at every com
mencement ceremony a scholar of singular 
renown is awarded an honorary degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.). We suggest 
that York bestow this libation upon the father 
of philosophy, Socrates. What could be more 
appropriate? A man, now deceased, who lives 
with us in spirit today, if not in flesh. If only he 
could accept his degree in person !

The interview was an outrageous 
misrepresentation of my answers ; it is un
fortunate that you have such a low opinion of 
your readers. I refer those who are interested 
in learning about my policies to my campaign 
leaflet, copies of which are available in the 
CYSF office.

Interview may 
be misleading His previous contributions to mankind are 

obvious : 1) his discovery that man is, by 
nature, a social creature (animal); 2) his 
doctrine that the State exists to serve its 
constituents (as Lincoln so succinctly put it 
“. . . Of the people, by the people, and for the 
people . . 3) the cornerstone of our
civilization, the inherent value of the in
dividual life, and many others too numerous 
to mention.

MICHAEL MOURITSEN,
President-elect, 

York Student FederationI agreed to be interviewed by Excalibur 
because I was persuaded by the argument 
that students had a right to know more about 
the person they had elected to head the 
student federation. Unfortunately, your 
“Excerpts from a taped interview with 
Michael Mouritsen” (March 1) excluded over 
half of the interview, misquoted me, quoted 
me out of context, and freely rearranged 
excerpts, some from different interviewing 
sessions. The result is that your readers have 
no clear idea of my positions on these 
questions, because your reporter was more 
concerned to find ways to discredit me than to 
report my answers accurately.

I sat for two interviewing sessions with your 
reporter. During the first, I asked at the end 
of only three questions that he stop the tape 
recorder. I explained that I wasn’t feeling 
well, and we agreed to resume the interview 
later in the day. At the second session, we 
started from the top, with the first question 
again. The "excerpts” which appeared under 
the third question (what I meant by the 
quality of education), were taken from the 
first taping session including the request to 
stop the tape recorder. The impression 
created was that I was vague and evasive on 
this question, and that I have no concrete 
proposals. In fact, I answered this question at 
great length and in some detail, commenting 
on the evaluation of teaching staff, the first- 
year program, and the recruitment of 
students, among other topics.

What was the point in asking me to

Abie Weisfeld: Mouritson is wrong when he 
says 1 misquoted or quoted out of context in 
the interview. The quotes are accurate and 
constitute the essence of his arguments. The 
tape of the interview, which was too long to 
reprint entirely, is available in the Excalibur 
office for anyone wishing to hear it. Today, Socrates’ influence is felt through 

all the departments of this sprawling 
university: Sociology, which uses Socrates’ 
thoughts to help mankind; Philosophy — the 
Socratic method speaks for itself; Law — the 
rules of the orderly society that Socrates 
envisioned. Other brilliant manifestations of 
his profound impact leap readily to mind.

This letter is 
entitled Insight

an

These notable contributions should be 
recognized by the community of scholars who 
tap the invigorating waters of this deep well. 
Too long has this mighty figure been denied 
full acceptance by the academic brotherhood. 
It is time for York to realize its place in 
history and to seize the moment. The 
bestowing of this doctoral degree not only 
honours the man, but may, indeed, bring 
further honours to our institution.

Philosophy is based on observation. 
Observation and action are two very different 
things. Dostoevsky and Nietzsche admire 
action which is necessary to them for human 
survival. In fact, they say that there is 
nothing more worthwhile than the man of 
action. In short, these men say that action is 
life. Therefore, we can conclude that 
whatever is not action is death — death to the 
unity of mind, body, and soul. This can lead us 
to a conclusion of considerable importance. It 
is that philosophy, placed in the category of 
that which is not action, is just a fuckin’ waste 
of time . . .

We elect not to relase our last names, as we 
do not wish to accrue any honours unto our
selves. This is not our intent.

BOB (Class of *71) 
XL .‘t'iassM .Z2>NAME WITHHELD
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CHILD CAREk :

By GRACE HARTMAN quality of care that too many of the
During a recent labour dispute, others receive, 

two slightly embarrassed male

However, a high rate of absenteeism 
m .. , , , . . , and employee turnover among these '

library workers joined their female daycare former child* is°°familiaï ve°sUga te. His phitosophToTmleting

| carrying "signs demanding bette? [entreV tooter'awy towalkwith"^ hoVe^Llhrptt^^sulted ^"the

I maternity leave provisions in their three year old. The child is too establishment of ’ two da^ar?
| n.ew contract The maternity leave young. Most centres will not accept centres at the gates to the shipyards
I clause was improved, the dispute children under two and those that do These centres were planned^v the
J was settled, and the men went back have a waiting list. The woman who most qualified early childhood
1 to work leaving the women virtually advertises under “baby services" in educators available Open everv

holding the baby. Having won the the newspaper thinks that child care day, 24 hours a day the centre took
right to take time off to have a child, means turning on a television set children from eighteen month old
these employees now joined over and putting your toddler in front of infants to school childrAn
half a million other working mothers it. Perhaps the working mother is holidays. They were cared for hv a
in Canada who need daycare for lucky enough to find an excellent loving and dedicated staff. Facilities
their children centre nearby then discovers that it were available for children who

A 1967 study by the Canadian isn’t open at the hours that coincide were mildly ill but required rest and 
Council for Social Development with her work shift. Always there is nursing care Kitchens were set
showed that 97 per cent of the the enormous cost of daycare. In a to provide dinners for the working
children of working mothers had no private centre this often runs as high mother to take home with her at the 
access to daycare facilities. Things as $1,800 a year and mothers are end of her shifgso she would not have 
haven t improved in 1972. Of the one lucky to find any care for less than the worry of preparing meals 
million children of working mothers, $25 a week. Since the median wage Mending and shopping was done bv 
over half are under six. Only 12,000 earned by the mothers who need the centre and counselling for aU 
of these 5°0,000 pre-schoolers are daycare is only $60 a week, it is not sorts of family problems was 
enrolled in daycare centres across surprising that many of them are available. The war ended the men 
the country. Despite a constant forced to make less than adequate came back to the shipyards and the 
barrage of commissions, recom- arrangements for their children. mothers went home No centre since 

o |T1fndatlons and Proposals, there is Good solutions are possible to the then has provided, or attempted to
2 llttle sign that the situation is im- complex problems of the daycare, provide, as comprehensive and
a proving. Ironically one of the best and most successful a program for working
* Of course, not all of these children comprehensive programs for child mothers and their families S

r fc ar?.g°ing rwltLhout care Some stay care in North America, set up in a On-site day nurseries 
!| l WJ“? their fathers or other relatives shipyard in 1944, is now no longer answer to the daycare dilemma and 

while many go to a neighbour’s open. Forced by the pressures of the many employers in the United
?n°™ BhULf Sh0Ckiüg 10per cent - Second world war and a lack of States are finding this a profitable
50,000 children - have no regular manpower, the Kaiser Shipyards in solution to the problems of high
daycare arrangements at all, and Portland, Oregon began to use employee turnover In the garment
statistics cannot reveal the dismal women to build their ships, industry which employs large
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A right, not a privilege
sSa t orjssszi ~e ^ d-r - j-***—»..——

»='r“trft' 5Sis^sm?s 3—or — aajsrK«4aCarolina reduced the turnover rate cent of female workers are in children remain in the home Even h°se groups in the community who will find that these files have been
to almost zero. Since the cost of clerical, sales or service oc ïhose workers whose wTes were W1^ to start centres closed by the government until 1981.
training a new employee often ran cupations which are traditionally employed would have preferred to aspokes!Tlen ®f both labour But tbe crisis in daycare will not
as high as $1,000 the company ac- difficult to unionize. Without some have diem stay home Althouch d indHf.tT.y fe®* that it is the disappear during the decade that 
tually saved money by absorbing the union or association, these women many unions have large female ™sPons‘blllty of government to these studies sit on the shelf.
addition TraTe T n"T -« get decent mernbeS?^ ?=w women ge?t SSÆSJ™ av“lable-
decreased Ld nrnH,t , n eeiSm ragf; let alone daycare. Unfor- positions of leadership. Thus a ^he Royal Commission
creased P oductlvlty in" tunately, those women who are predominantly male executive „r
^As vet feu; Canodion . organized within unions don’t fare which is either indifferent or hostile
feel the neeri t an employers much better Few unions have been to working mothers, is quick to drop 
solution of davcare 0 r*hV 6 ° ‘ovolved in providing daycare. In daycare provisions in favour of what
Splip nivision^f c- probler"®- Tbe lbe United States, the Amalgamated it feels are more important “bread 
Selig Division of Simmms Ltd., in Clothing Workers of America and and butter” issues.
centre °PmnSiéS^aoMlAr^yCar^ ^ International Ladies Garment The failure of working mothers to
Sverdale HolniSnn Toronfo ’t ^ ,Work.e ? have pushed through achieve a good daycare system can 
Kiverdale Hospital in Toronto, faced legislation to establish joint to some degree be blamed on
s":laJU,rTgSh°rtage’fhaS hada management-labour trust funds for themselves.8 They have not 
vp=r! r I may nurSe,ry for a f!w the provision of daycare, and some requested, or haveYrequested too 
years. But these employers are the child health care centres were gently, that their needs be met bv
response ^?im Tn Tfticial astablished “nder, tbeir auspices. In the employers, the unions and the
Maclean Hunter Ltd “wl f ^lctoria’ ®:fr” a loc^ of the Public communities that benefit from their
Maclean Hunter Ltd. We assume Service Alliance has opened a work. Too many mothers still feel
that if the woman wants to work, she daycare centre for its employees. In guilty leaving their child in a
chandSr0ene0niroS,vCaMa°cf,pher "‘■ft* a*reement lssued as a fituaLnZt Ly be “Jad” for the 
children. Ironically, Maclean- guide to negotiators, the Canadian child. Early studies of in-

Umon of Public Employees includes stitutionalized children showed 
a clause demanding employer- disastrous results from maternal 
sponsored daycare for its workers, deprivation and although these 
But that clause is always last on the studies were of children starved 
list of demands and the first to be from infancy of any consistent love 
dropped in collective bargaining. and affection, the stigma persists.

A survey, conducted for the Royal More recent studies show that far 
Commission on the Status of 

a com- Women, on the attitudes of union 
*nunity responsibility. A spokesman workers to women in industry 
for Electrohome Ltd. is more blunt. revealed that the question of 
Were not providing it until we providing daycare services to 

can t get female labour without it.” female workers

on

As mothers begin to realize that 
on the Status daycare is not only necessary but 

Women recommended a good for their children, they are- 
programme of daycare services to beginning to demand daycare as a 
be established by the federal and right. The Royal Commission on the 
provincial governments that would Status of Women stated: “Equal 
cost an estimated 500 million opportunity for women means little 
dollars. However, governments in reality without supporting 
have not been helpful in Canada, community services, including 
Ontario, thought to have the most daycare centres.” Women must now 
progressive daycare legislation, will demand from their employers, from 
pay 80per cent of the costs of centres their unions, and from their 
but has been unsuccessful in con- governments a comprehensive 
vincing many municipalities to pick daycare programme at reasonable
up the tab for the other 20 per cent. cost. They must also demand that all
Federal legislation on daycare has facets of society recognize not only
been abysmal. As a sop to working the necessity of daycare but also its
mothers, new legislation allows a benefits. For good daycare is more
deduction of up to $500 per child than just care. It means children
under fourteen upon proof that learning their own worth and
payment was made for child care.
The actual cost of daycare often

Hunter Ltd. publishes Chatelaine 
magazine, one of the major 
proponents of more and better 
daycare. Bell Canada, employing a 
large number of female workers, 
say it is “watching” daycare ven
tures of their American 
terparts but suggests that the high 
cost of daycare makes it

respecting the worth of others. It 
means children expanding their 

exceeds this $500 maximum. In community from one mother, one 
addition, this apparent relief has house, one family to that of an ex-
actually made more problems than tended “family” made up of many 
it solved. Many children are cared different places, children and 
for in private homes by women who adults. It is not something to be 
do not report payment as income. If given to women as a privilege but 
the mother insists upon a receipt for rather to be demanded by them 
tax purposes, she may be forced to right, 
look elsewhere for daycare.

coun-
from being harmful, good daycare 
can produce a more independent and 
self-confident child.

Compounding their failure to 
demand on-site nurseries for their 
employees, labour unions have yet

as a

GRACE HARTMAN is the National 
Aside from token tax proposals, Secretary-Treasurer 

the federal government has not 
encouraged daycare. In fact, anyone ployees.

of the 
Canadian Union of Public Em-was never con-

Cut budget dashes hopes for new York centre
By PAUL THOMSON

Daycare at York has been surrounded by considerable 
controversy, but has expanded its enrolment from 15 
children in 1969 to 65 today.

Its origins at York go back to the fall of 1969 when three 
women’s liberation people got together to start a centre in 
space donated by Winters college. Joan Roth, a parent and 
student was the most active of the three in getting the centre 
going.

Capacity at Winters was limited to 15 children at one time 
although by January 1970 there were 32 children enrolled, not 
all of whom attended full time.

At the time the centre was operating outside the Day 
Nurseries Act which governs all such operations in the 
province. This was because the department concerned, 
Social and Family Services, refused to grant a licence unless 
the centre had paid staff who were “qualified". Apart from 
the volunteer staff, there were two paid co-ordinators of the 
centre during its time at Winters but they did not have the 
required nursery school diplomas.

In a letter March 12, 1970 to York vice-president Bill Small, 
the Deputy Minister of University Affairs, E.E. Stewart 
stressed that the university had a social responsibility “to 
assist its students in nurturing healthy, capable children” 
with adequately supervised and properly licensed daycare.

After a great deal of talk about the university’s respon
sibilities concerning daycare, in the fall of 1970 the ad

ministration agreed to provide space in grad residence three 
to replace the inadequate facilities in Winters. York agreed 
to make the necessary alterations to the lounge and three 
first floor apartments of the building as well as paying rent to 
housing services for the space in order to accommodate 
daycare.

In January 1972, a York administration task force released 
their report calling for Metro to set up any new daycare 
facilities at York.

However, the following month the three member daycare 
planning committee, called in their report for the university 
to make daycare a number one priority. This should be done, 
the report said, by diverting university money into 
struction of a new daycare resource facility on campus.

The planning committee report stressed that there 
demand for daycare service and unilateral support at York 
for a new centre. This view was supported by the daycare 
long range planning survey of April 1971 which found parents 
of 203 eligible children interested in on-campus daycare.

Last September daycare expanded into additional quarters 
in grad residence four. This made possible the segregation of 
children into three age groups: infants, toddlers and pre
schoolers.

York daycare is co-operative, — run and staffed by parents 
as much as possible. Each week either of the parents of a 
child in the centre must spend four hours in the centre 
helping out. At present there are seven full time staff. Fees

are $60 per month when the mother or father participates. 
Fee subsidies are available from Metro Toronto if family 
income is inadequate to take care of all or part of the fee.

The centre itself is child oriented. It is well supplied with 
toys and playing aids, but more importantly the child has 
greater opportunity to socialize with other children than 
he/ she would have at home.

According to daycare director Maria de Wit, the prospects 
for a needed new building “don’t look too hopeful now” in 
light of current budget cutbacks.

In the meantime the daycare policy committee is working 
on a proposal to let the centre expand and still receive sub
sidization from the university. Present financial difficulties 
involve an outstanding debt to the university for staff 
smaries. A subsidy arrangement is essential, Maria de Wit 
said, because the minimum cost per child is from $1200 to 
$1500 a year and the centre only receives $750 per child

There is already a waiting list for next September. But 
there will be few openings unless the centre can expand to 
accommodate at least 80 children.

Because daycare operates year-round there are openings 
available in the summer. Anyone interested is urged to 
contact Maria de Wit immediately (667-3227). In addition 
there is one opening now in the infants section (six weeks to 
eighteen months).
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THE ROUND TABLE

Innovation. Serendipity . . . and a unique opportunity 
emerges.

The Faculty of Administrative Studies and Osgoode Hall Law 
School at York University announce a joint programme leading 
to the MBA and LLB degrees. This is a four year graduate 
programme with a number of specializations available. It 
begins in September 1973 with a limited enrollment.

To discuss the programme and answer questions there will 
be a bag lunch information meeting at

12:00 noon Thursday, March 15 
in Room 402 Administrative 
Studies Building.

All invited — for further information, call 
Professor D.N. Thompson at 667-2533.
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Ma Bell- what happens if your girls all hang up?
all-night staff works a boring eight hour shift, their 
lunch break is not paid for and they receive the basic 
salary of $87.50 per week, plus differentials for night 
hours that amount to less than the taxi fare home 
which they don’t get even on Sunday mornings when 
the subway doesn’t open until 9 o’clock. Their shift 
ends at seven in the morning. So much for the ideals 
of TEA.

The general attitude of the employees sees the 
union as a useless organization and a bit of a joke. 
Last summer a great deal of anger was aroused at the 
time of the wildcat strike because there were no 
strike funds. No one bothered to explain the meaning 
of a company union either before or after the strike.

In the nether-world existence of the operators at 
The Bell the union and the company are more or less 
synonymous and form that sector of their lives in 
which they don’t really exist. The job is mechanical 
and boring. The supervision is needlessly strict and 
the pressure applied by the divide-and-conquer 
hierarchy of supervisors, assistant chief operators 
and chief operators, each of whom is responsible for 
the work of the people just below them is excessive. 
The time it takes to answer each incoming call on the 
switchboard is automatically recorded and a count 
made of the slow calls on the half-hour. This count 
becomes a mystical entity called the “answer” that 
plays a major role in the daily lives of operators. One 
operator phoned in to say she would be late because 
she had to take her child to the hospital. When she 
arrived some hours late she was mildly reprimanded 
because the answer would be slow. This in itself is not 
amafeing, but afterwards the operator found quietly 
crying on her break, she wasn’t worried about her 
sick child, but about the answer and how she had let 
the office down. Not only does the union identify its 
interests with the interests of the company, but the 
employees often catch themselves in the act.

The family, the boyfriend, the fiancee are the real 
world and work is something that they do because 
they have to. The atmosphere on breaks and lunches 
is one of catty dislike among the women. They seem 
fully aware of the total distortion of the others but 
somehow find personal refuge in their own private 
lives. The younger women talk about boyfriends, the 
older and wiser concentrate on children. The 
disappointments of married life seem to cause a 
redirection of affection onto children with the dim 
awareness that is is just a substitute for something 
else — what it is seems uncertain.

The effects of this kind of numbness in working 
women for union activity is obvious. They just want to 
go home and never see the place again. They don’t 
regard their jobs as careers and most are interested 
mainly in keeping their whole activity at work as far 
from their consciousness as possible. The reasons for 
this attitude have been documented over and over 
again in reports on women in the labour force and the 
general conclusion is that it is the result of the 
general acceptance of social values in which women’s 
role is clearly defined as inferior and passive with a 
major concern for the family. Working women have 
little opportunity to question these values and their 
positions at work tend to re-inforce those values.

In Canada 60 per cent of all persons employed in 
service industries are women. This is second only to 
clerical occupation in which women fill 71 per cent of 
the jobs. Bell itself, is the largest Canadian employer 
of women and TEA claims approximately 90 per cent 
of Bell’s eligible employees as members. The 
national average of women membership in unions 
related to the service industries is 40.7 per cent. This 
is high compared with other industries but Bell far 
surpasses any industry average.

The number of women entering the working force 
in 1971 was 62.3 per cent higher than the number 
entering the labour force in 1970. This represents an

although socialism does not automatically bring 
about the liberation of women, women’s eman
cipation is not contrary to the social organization of 
socialism as it is to that of capitalism. That doesn’t 
mean the women at Bell must turn into militant 
socialists, it simply recognizes that the source of the 
problem of women’s liberation is equally the source 
of all the problems of the present economic and social 
organization. To suggest what feminists like 
Shulamith Firestone suggest — that the women’s 
struggle can be fought separately — is to postulate in 
a vacuum.

It’s clear that the movement cannot effectively 
remain an intellectual movement. There are 20,000 
employees at Bell that are passively waiting for the 
next shift so that they can go home and cook dinner. 
The next shift in the women’s movement should be 
towards the working women of Bell and other com
panies.

By AUDREY ADLER
Bell Canada is that sprawling pride of Canadian 

Nationalists corporation controlling some 20 odd 
subsidiaries and possessing assets of 3.6 billion 
dollars. It boasts to be 98 per cent Canadian owned 
with A.T. & T. owning only 2 per cent of its shares. It 
has a handy assortment of directors most of whom sit 
on the board of at least one large financing institution 
notably, the Bank of Montreal, the Bank of Com
merce, and Sun Life Assurance Co. of Canada. 
Through its subsidiaries and the subsidiaries of its 
subsidiaries it controls a tremendous network of 
communications equipment and technological skill 
that no longer pertains directly to the telephone but 
has spread rampantly into all areas of electronic 
equipment. The strategic importance of such a 
company both to the Canadian economy and to the 
maintenance of communications is obvious. The 
Canadian government seems to be aware of this and 
casts a nervous glance at the operations of their 
chartered company. Bell is a private company and as 
Bell so quaintly put it in their public relations 
“history”,

Bell Canada is in a sufficiently flexible position to 
accommodate its operations to federal and 
provincial legislation. No plans are contemplated 
to restructure the Company under provincial 
charters; such a move would create complex legal 
and financial problems and would be quite un
necessary in order to comply with any possible 
change in legislation.
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As Canada’s largest private corporation, Bell is 

also Canada’s largest private employer of women. 
Bell employs approximately 38,000 epople — 20,500 
women and 17,500 men. The annual report proudly 
notes that the high level of business activity in 1971 
was not accompanied by a corresponding increase in 
the number of employees. There was an increase of 
slightly more than 50 people. This is of course, 
an indication of good corporate practice and produces 
a maximization of profit. Bell also succeeded in 
minimizing of labour costs. The total payroll in- 

was less than one per cent for the same
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Just waiting for 
the next shift

crease 
period of time.

1

Canada's largest 
private outfit

FTV;,, iThe telephone business is a natural monopoly, for 
the public is best served by a single integrated 
network. Regulation (through the Canadian 
Transport Commission), takes the place of normal 
competition.

The general pessimism with regard to the waking 
up of working women is not entirely founded. There 
have been some inspiring struggles that have brought 
the most insulated women into active roles and that 
have caused all sorts of practical changes in their 
lives. One example is the Texpack strike in Brantford 
last year. Mostly immigrant women with little 
English, working for poor wages were slowly brought 
together and organized by a small group of inex
perienced women organizers. The struggles that 
arose out of repeated attempts at certification and 
the strike that followed brought to the fore an 
unexpected militancy, a strong community com
mitment and a reorganization of family life. Work at 
the old textile factory will never be the same for those 
women and undoubtedly, the home is experiencing a 
change of character.

„ « ,V *
'i:>There are two major employees associations at The 

Bell, one for the operators, the Traffic Employees 
Association and one for the clerical and other staff, 
the Canadian Telephone Employees’ Association. 
Both are company unions and enjoy a cordial 
relationship with the company. The union history 
reads like a tribute to Bell’s "voluntary” compliance 
with national labour legislation. There have been 
“raids” by larger unions, notably by the Inter
national Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL- 
CIO), but none of these has managed to inspire a 
great deal of interest on the part of the employees and 
the women employees in particular. The main appeal 
of a regular union is the structural locals system, as 
opposed to the present set-up of district chairmen and 
representatives. The most important function of the 
present association seems to be in regular meetings 
in a grievance committee set-up with Bell Labour 
Relations people.

The Traffic Employees’ Association is the 
association that has direct dealings with the largest 
number of women at The Bell. It is endearingly called 
TEA by its members. Some events from its shadier 
past are mentioned in order to give some idea of the 
tone and character of the association.

In 1944, the early beginnings of the association 
joined with the company in a submission to the 
Wartime Labour Relations Board to establish 
whether or not company payment of travel expenses 
for union members would be contrary to the intent of 
a regulation requiring independence of the union- 
funds from the company. This amicable partnership 
was nonetheless turned down by the Wartime Labour 
Relations Board who considered it unfair labour 
practices. Out of the struggle came a recognition of 
unity of ends between the association and the com
pany — so much for the membership.

At a recent general council meeting of TEA, the 
president, Mary Lennox, gave a rousing speech in 
which she touched on the serious and upsetting ac
tivity on the part of “some labour unions in Quebec”. 
She commended Bell employees for staying on the 
switchboard and conducting themselves as “mature 
people”. She added that the association had been 
concerned for the safety of its membership in 
Quebec. Although she seemed unaware of the con
tradictions involved, she added that she was sym
pathetic towards the objectives and endeavours of the 
people of Quebec and that she had been watching “the 
development of the conflict of interest between the 
unions and some political ideologies”. Her brilliant 
solution was that Canadians must obey the law. 
Lennox said that as leader she could lead the 
members only in matters concerning their union. “I 
cannot,” she said, “assume responsibilities which 
are not mine in the political field. This union will 
always do what is best for this union and what is best 
for the majority of the people we represent for that is 
the democratic way. We must stand for what is right, 
we must defend those things in which we believe and 
we must do it as individuals.”

In fact, the association is so justice oriented that it 
endorses all sorts of wage and hour disparities even 
among employees working in the same job 
classification. The most pathetic example of this is to 
be found in the toll operator shifts.

Those sexy voices that answer calls between seven 
a.m. and six p.m. work a seven hour day and are paid 
for a six and a half-hour day at the basic starting rate 
of $87.50 per week. The evening shifts whose different 
“tours” range from 4:40 p.m. to 2:30 a.m. work six 
and a half-hour shifts, get paid for their lunch breaks 
— that is, they’re in the office a total of six and one 
half hours as opposed to the day staff’s 7 hours, and 
are paid the basic starting salary of $87.50 per week 
plus differentials for working late hours, and a free 
taxi ride home if their tour ends after midnight. The
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Since the positive experience of the nationalization 

of the Manitoba system early in this century there 
has been some nervous agitation for a similar nation
wide takeover of Bell’s communications systems, and 
this has become a general grumbling since the recent 
toll price hikes. Otherwise, Bell, like other large 
corporations in Canada, has been gently treated by 
the government and with a 10.5 per cent increase in 
income in 1971 over 1970, Bell suffered a mere 1.4 per 
cent tax increase. Bell’s general attitude towards 
nationalization seems to be “they can’t touch us”. As 
they put it;
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To summarize these somewhat random and 

dispersed ideas, Bell Telephone represents a model of 
the modern capitalist corporation. Its attitude 
towards the government is somewhat haughty and 
with good reason since it reserves tremendous 
control of the economy. But despite all this Bell is 
mercilessly dependent on its employees who possess 
the knowledge and technical skill to control or 
destroy the company. Through the impotence of a 
union that serves the company and through the op
pressive force of the family and the supposed role of 
the women in the family, the employees have been 
integrated in the system and quietly more than serve 
the needs of the company. A general lack of 
knowledge about their economic situation greatly 
contributes to the myth of general contentment in this 
situation. The increase of women in the working 
force, the result of necessity brought about by the 
increasing polarization of incomes in Canadian wage 
earners, is seen as a threat to the male’s jod. me 
problems produced by the economic system become 
internal squabbles and the very situation that 
promised to emancipate women drives them farther 
into subjection. Meanwhile on the university campus 
women’s libbers are debating whether or not Marx is 
just part of male culture. The necessity is to shift to a 
real analysis of the primary sources of women’s 
oppression and as Mitchell says, women have to fight 
their battle at the weakest point of opposition with 
their strongest weapon. To discover the weakest link 
requires a great deal of rigourous social and ~ 
economic analysis.

The strongest weapon will be women who have 
become aware of their unenviable positions and with 
desire to change their lots. Working women will not 
arrive at these conclusions alone for they have 
displayed a willingness to assume the roles assigned 
to them by an oppressive social order. This order 
must be exposed and understood and related to the 
everyday experience of women. Women will be 
educated through their own struggles if they begin to 
struggle, and an understanding of larger social goals 
will supercede the present clinging to the oppressive 
family roles. The emphasis on the family as the in
dividual social unit has deflected attention and 
energy from the recognition and large scale protest of 
real social injustice and economic irrationality. Seen 
in this light, the women’s movement, which aims at 
the exposure and the smashing of the oppressive 
elements of the family is vitally important to rising 
social awareness of more than half the Canadian 
population, and in a less direct way, the whole 
population.

Neither the women’s movement nor a women’s 
labour movement automatically engenders such an 
awareness, as history has shown. An intellectual and 
practical liaison between the two must be 
established, and this would necessarily involve an 
investigation of the real and practical nature of the 
problem.
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on the Status of Women 
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HIGHLIGHTS
FIn 1970, the female labour force num

bered 2,690,000, an increase of 62.3 per 
cent since 1960.
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Married women comprised 56.7 per cent 
of the female labour force in 1970, 
compared with 45.0 per cent in 1960.
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In 1970, 32.0 per cent of all married 
women were in the labour force, com
pared with 19.2 per cent in 1960.

increase of 1,033,000 women. It is little wonder that 
the Royal Commission on the Status of Women noted 
that many men had the attitude that women were 
taking away their jobs. At the same time, men tended 
to regard the work women did as inferior and sub
sidiary to their own work. Within the present 
structure of the family it is quite true that women’s 
income is subsidiary to that of the man of the house 
(also she is paid less). There is even a certain 
recognition of higher economic status in a family that 
can afford to keep women at home. Consequently, 
men both fear and belittle women in the labour force.

poverishment of low-income workers and a resulting 
disparity between the rich and the poor.

Johnson’s examination reveals that while per 
capita incomes and per income earners incomes have 
increased tremendously in the period between 1948 
and 1968, and while dollar incomes rose rapidly, in 
most income levels rising costs of living created a 
drastic decline in purchasing power, especially 
among the lower income groups. The bottom 10 per 
cent of income earners in the 1948-1968 period suf
fered a loss of 35.6 per cent in purchasing power. By 
comparison, the top 10 per cent of income earners 
gained 51.4 per cent in purchasing power. Johnson 
points out that the trend in decreasing purchasing 
power is moving gradually to the higher level low- 
income earners. The trend in a long-term view is that 
the top percentages of income earners are earning a 
larger percentage of the national income. As Johnson 
points out, when the government claims that it is the 
exorbitant demands and increases in wages won by 
Canadian workers that has created inflation they are 
dead wrong, since the only people who have received 
largely increased percentages of the national income 
have been the richest one-third of Canadian income 
earners.

The most important point made by Johnson in 
terms of women in the working force shows that in
creased participation in the labour market, par
ticularly the introduction of the married woman, has 
created the multi-earner family. The growth of multi
earner families has meant that while the proportions 
of income received by the bottom 10 per cent of all 
individual wage-earners has declined sharply from 
1951 to 1965, incomes of families have either held their 
own or increased slightly. Johnson says; “Among 
families, it is clear, the stigma of welfare is evaded 
through additional members entering the work 
force.”

Juliet Mitchell observes in Womens Esatate, that

One of the most logical procedures for men who fear 
that women will take over men’s jobs is to lend their 
voices to working women’s struggle for equal wages. 
Women are only a direct threat in this way when they 
can be used as cheap labour.

The royal commission also noted that men tended 
to regard women who were active in the labour 
movement as somehow masculine. Their attitude in 
general was that women were timid and did not know 
enough about unions to be able to make any valuable 
contributions. The commission found that positive 
feelings towards women workers, their struggles and 
their roles in unions increased in direct proportion to 
the amount of experience and responsibility the men 
had in the labour movement. Presumably a similar 
awareness of themselves would occur if women had a 
greater role in the labour activities at their work 
places.

But it is clear that the struggle of women within the 
labour movement has great potential as a divisive 
force between the two sexes in the working classes. 
Up until the present the potential for this division has 
been absorbed by women who have preferred to 
regard their own work as comparatively unimportant 
in contrast to men’s work and to agree that doing 
women’s work means doing less work. If this trend 
continues it further consolidates the useful op
pression of women both in the home and on the labour 
market. Women will remain cornered in their home 
lives even though they are at work — much as the 
women at Bell regard what they do at work as a half- 
life. They will remain a cheap reserve labour market 
for usage in times of economic need. The alternative 
is quickly closing — that is, women remaining in the 
home all together. In a small pamphlet entitled 
Incomes, Disparity, and Impoverishment in Canada 
Since World War II, Leo Johnson analyses a great 
deal of statistical material and concludes that there is 
an underlying problem of accelerating im-

In 1970, 85.4 per cent of all single women 
aged 25 to 34 were in the labour force; 
43.7 per cent of all married women aged 
20 to 24 were also in the labour force.

In 1960, 1965 and 1970, the highest par
ticipation rate of women in the labour 
force occurred in Ontario, and the lowest 
rate occurred in the Atlantic provinces.

In 1970, one-quarter of all employed 
women worked part-time.

In 1970, women comprised 71 per cent of 
all persons employed in clerical oc
cupations, and 60 per cent of all persons 
employed in service occupations.

In 1970,1.55 per cent of women in the full
time employed labour force were absent 
from work because of illness for the 
whole of a given week, compared with 
1.85 per cent of the men in the full-time 
employed labour force.

In 1968, 20.1 per cent of women paid 
workers were members of trade unions, 
compared with 39.7 per cent of men paid 
workers.

Distribution of paid female workers and female union members in 
selected industries, and percentage of female workers in those industries 
who were union members, Canada, 1967.

Female Union Members
Per Cent 
of Total

Paid
Female 
Workers Number Female 

(000's) WorkersIndustry
Manufacturing.....................................
Trade......................................................
Services ................................................
Transportation and Public Utilities 
Public Administration.......................

(000's)
125 31.7394
33 8.1407

138 13.21,048
36 40.788

In 1970,142,731 women were employed in 
establishments 
jurisdiction, other than the Public 
Service of Canada ; 52 per cent were 
employed in banking and 21 per cent in 
the telephone communication industry.

65 61.3106federalunder
SOURCE: Compiled from the Annual Report of the Minister of Trade and Commerce under the Cor 
porations and Labour Unions Returns Act (1967). Part II, Ottawa, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1969, 
Table 28A, DBS. 12-month Annual Averages. 1967, Special Table 3C.

—Royal Commission Report on the Status of Women in Canada
)
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The Happy Hooker on leaving the business.
about it nearly every day, but he simply 
wants to know me as a woman, for who I am, 

What is there to say about Xaviera not for what I was, and that is the most im- 
Hollander that has not already been said? portant thing.
That she is beautiful, intelligent, charming, 
and fascinating to listen to?

Those are indeed the facts that perhaps 
should be stressed as being the outstanding 
attributes of the Happy Hooker. For those 
who are looking for the slinky, sleazy, 
seductive Madame X, you are out of luck.

By MIRA FR1EDLANDER

*

A woman should indeed be considered more 
than just a sum of her private parts, and quite 
often in that sense the man needs liberating 
more than the woman.

Excalibur: How does a Hooker get back into 
society once she retires? How was it for vou?

mill
|jl

V. f V; The first thing that hits you about Xaviera Hollander: For me it could be compared with 
Hollander and her surroundings is the utter the movie Deep Throat. Deep Throat is a 
simplicity and lack of pretense. There is no porno movie that used to play in porno houses,
put-on, no catering towards her all-too public but because it had something different, (this
image of a sex-symbol. Indeed, when I woman had a clitoris in her throat and she
arrived at the door of her apt. two weeks ago I really loved it), everyone who saw it could see
was greeted by a striking woman, wearing no this woman enjoyed sex. It wasn't like the 
make-up and dressed casually in a man's average porno movie, where it's the slam- 
shirt and slacks. As we settled down to talk bam-thank-you-ma’am deal. They do it
informally her innocent Dutch face changed because they are getting paid to do it. So this
quickly to impishness when she talked about movie had socially redeeming value up to a 
herself, and just as quickly became serious point and it’s now being shown in big theatres 
when she discussed the Business’ and the all over America. Maybe one day it will get to 
difficulties prostitutes face in a prejudiced Canada, and when this happens it will help to 
society. break down the censorship and the barriers.

My book has done the same. Both my book 
and my profession were first looked down 
upon by society. However I had the guts to be 
honest about it, and to open the door to a place 
almost no woman knows about. Men know 
about brothels but women are very curious 
about them and no one has ever dared to write 
such an open report about it; not only

Hollander: I am not for the paranoia and prostitution but also on the different
hysteria of the movement as it is quite often in deviations — the sexual aberrations of
New York city with the demonstrations; and mankind. It’s been very sad in a way to read
let’s throw the bras out; and castrate and that there are men and women that are like
emasculate our men. I am however for equal that, but it’s been honest and because of my
rights. If a woman wants to do the same job as honesty I think I’ve been rewarded by having
a man, or go to the same school and study the such a tremendous amount of readers,
same subjects she should be able to. She
should get paid the same amount and have the Hut back to the question of how the girls get 
«m» opiKjrtuDHfe.. oui of the Business' It is ol course veryhard
I believe that I am one of the most sexually First of all, when they do get out they've
liberated women around and that is why in either been hurt very much because they’ve
lectures I would like to teach or at least give been involved with pimps or they're broke
an idea to men as well as women, how to get and on drugs; or they’re at a point in their
rid of their frustrations, hang-ups, inhibitions lives when they've got nowhere to go They’ve
and double standards, and in doing so liberate made hundreds and hundreds of dollars a
themselves. So in that sense I am definitely week and now their looks are going down 
for Women's Lib. 6
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In order to do justice to my interview the 
best way is to simply let her speak for herself, 
in the lively casual manner she has.

Excalibur: What do you think of Women's 
Lib?

I
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There is nothing more pathetic than an 
aging postitute whose looks go down — prices 
go down and she goes down. But if she plays it 
smart and has some brains she'll have in
vested her money and she'll go straight. 
Sometimes it means moving out of a certain 
area. If she lives in a big city she could move 
to a different part of town, or if need be to 
another city. Here she can start with a

. A; 1
However I would still like to find a man, (or 

actually I have found one) where there is 
| mutual respect, who is not living off me 
i because I am Miss Hollander, a celebrity, but 
J who simply knows me as Xaviera. He 
t refuses to read my books because he doesn't 
| want to have anything to do with my past. 

This is not an ostrich mentality, he hears

even
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completely new image. But I think it’s very 
difficult to hide your past because somehow 
you bump into someone and it can be very 
embarrassing. In that sense by being honest 
I’ve lost a lot of friends in talking about 
my social life, or those I would consider 
“friends’. A friend is someone you think you 
can trust but there are very few people you 
can trust.

IHollander: Yes, but those male prostitutes 
basically service men, very seldom women, 
because women are still not liberated enough.

Think of all the little princesses that 
married, unliberated women, who are 
basically very insecure, but feel 
because of the nature of suburban life and the 
financial status of their husbands. Those 
women never get a chance to go out other 
than occasionally playing bingo at the church. 
They don't even think about it and they might 
have a little affair left or right with the 
window-cleaner or the delivery boy, but they 
would never dare set a step into a brothel just 
because they’re afraid of being found out. 
Even quite a few men want to be incognito. I 
don’t think women are far enough ahead of 
the game yet to pay for it. They’re still too 
proud.

are Asecure
i.

i
V 'I’ve noticed the double standard myself. 

When I was straight before I became a hooker 
I used to screw around like crazy. I was called 
The Flying Dutchman. I felt less respected 
then when a guy would say: “Oh that girl, you 
can make it with her anytime." I like sex and 
I hated to be alone. I liked for just an hour, to 
lie in the arms oT a man — or a woman for that
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;matter. I created a very bad image for 
myself, but I was invited to all the parties 
because I was an easy lay. Then I became a 
postitute and combined business with ' 
pleasure. All of a sudden my so-called friends 
didn’t call me anymore because they couldn’t 
use me anymore and now they thought I’d 
charge or I’d pass out my cards. Little did Hollander: Right. They feel : “I’m too good to
they know that for me there is a dif- pay — I should get paid if any money’s to be
ferentiation between private life and business involved." They’re used to that, their 
life, and if I'm invited socially to a party in no husbands would give them anything they 
way would I start passing out my card. But wanted for virtually being negative 
that's how little people know me. And when it prostitutes, 
hit the newspapers that I got arrested they 
would change their phone numbers, slam 
their phone's down on me and girls would say 
I was too hot to handle. My phones might be 
tapped or the police might be following me.
The amazing thing is when I came out with 
this book The Happy Hooker and it hit the best 
seller list where it's been ever since, all of a 
sudden they changed again. They'd call me 
and say : “Oh I hear you’re giving a big party, 
can we come?” That was the moment I 
realized society had accepted me, but it’s just 
one big phoney veneer. If they can take 
advantage of you and stand in the spotlight 
next to you they will. But meanwhile they 
had let you down for two or three years 
before. It’s all a matter of hypocrisy and 
double standards.

I
2
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Excalibur: Is it then a question of women 
coming down off their pedestals?

3
O
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prostitution?

Hollander: I think pornography is just as 
essential as prostitution. A man who might 
otherwise molest a woman can relieve 
himself by reading pornography or watching 
a blue movie.

One week after the completion of this in
terview Xaviera Hollander had to face a 
deportation hearing here in Toronto. Her book 
was used as evidence against her and she was 
accused on the basis of her writings never to 
have really left the profession. As a result of 
the hearing Hollander was given deportation 
notice. However, she hopes to remain here for 
some time and because of the time it takes to 
appeal a deportation notice she may be with 
us for at least another year.

Having made Toronto her home 
Hollander has no desire to leave for good and 
with her romantic interest and a large group 
of friends around her she seems happy to 
have settled here. There are also a large 
number of legitimate business offers being 
made her and the future may someday hold in 
store a movie of the Happy Hooker as well as 
the definite promise of a third book, Letters to 
the Happy Hooker.

With her usual courage and cheerful 
disposition Xaviera Hollander is happily 
continuing her lectures, T.V. and radio shows 
against the pressure of limited time. Let us 
hope that the Canadian government is not as 
paranoid as that in the United States and 
stops their harrassment of a very gutsy lady 
who has had the nerve to speak the truth so 
many have been afraid to hear.

tolerated and left alone as long as they don’t 
harass or embarrass other people in the 
neighbourhood.

I have seen cities all over the world. I’ve 
been in various establishments myself where 
prostitution is perfectly legal : For example 
Amsterdam’s Red Light District, Hamburg’s 
Repeerbahn, and Acapulco’s brothels that are 
government controlled. They aren’t 
medically ccontrolled but at least it’s legal. I 
think New York city should definitely have a 
Red Light District, because anyplace where 
there are a number of men — visiting men, 
business men, lonely men, shy men, married 
man — who want variety, there should be a 
way for them to relieve their sexual tensions 

Excalibur: What do you think of prostitution without having to set up a mistress and risk 
as a crime and why do you feel it should be destroying their marriages. This also applies 
legalized? to the men who have sexual deviations and

aberrations — the masochist, the sadist, the 
Hollander: If prostitution is carried out like sodom*st, or the exhibitionist. I think it is very
any other profession, as it ought to be done, in *?ard for those tyPe °f men to go to their girl
an honest, proper, sophisticated manner, then friend or wife and say: “Look, why don’t you

Hollander: In Israel they have certain bars, I don’t see any crime element whatsoever. spank me and tie me down.” For them a
not really brothels, that are full of gigolos. A First of all it’s a complaintless and victimless prostitute is a perfect outlet. I think for these
gigolo is not necessarily a gay boy who makes crime; Complaintless in as much as it’s the reasons prostitution should be decriminalised
it with a 60-year-old woman. It could very man who comes to the prostitute. He wants and medically controlled. I am all for paying
well be a young boy who makes it with a her services and wants to pay for them. So toxes for example, provided the tax money
woman of any age. I’ve even heard that in who’s complaining? No one’s going to run to w'd also be advantageous for the prostitute.
Toronto a few years ago there was a group of [he police. Then it’s a victimless crime She should have just as much social security,
college kids where the boys serviced women. because no one gets attacked, or robbed. pension funds, and a re-schooling system so
But I think the police rolled it up. Of course There are of course hookers, streethookers in fhat when she’s in her thirties or fourties,

in New York there are a lot of male particular, who attack and rob their whenever she gives up her previous
prostitutes. customers under influence of drugs and or profession, she can lead a comfortable life. So

pimps. In that sense prostitution should tar there is no one to take care of these
definitely be controlled. But as far as private 
call-girls are concerned, they should be

I think the major error lies in frigidity. 
Women are so often blamed for this. Men 
have so often come up to me and said: “My 
wife is dead in bed. She’s as cold as a fish. She 
never reaches an orgasm". But those men 
honestly thought that they were God’s gift to 
women, and once they got into bed with me or 
my girls it turned out they were just a bunch 
of selfish lovers. So I asked them how they 
ever expected to turn on a woman if they only 
think about their own sexual needs?

now

Excalibur: What about male prostitutes for 
servicing women? That's something you 
never hear about.

Excalibur: That seems to be considered more 
respectable somehow in the eyes of society.

women.
Excalibur: How does pornography fit into I
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At Old Angelo's

Sty/es mixed in new revue * ’ VI

By ED PIWOWARCZYK
Of Moon & June & Honeymoon . . . and Countless 

Plastic Things, the musical revue upstairs at Old 
Angelo’s, is a set of bittersweet reflections on love, lost 
innocence and a dehumanized technological society.

The plotless two-act revue consists of twenty songs 
with music and lyrics composed by Doug Randle, a 
fellow of Calumet college who conducts a course on the 
history and sociology of pop music entitled Songs for the 
New Industrial State.

A musical background which includes playing dance 
band piano, record arranging and film scoring has 
allowed Randle to use a cross-section of song styles. Thé 
numbers include the ragtime style in The Man Who 
Wrote a Hit Song, the slow ballad in Isn’t It a Pity? and 
the light rock of Coloured Plastics.

The lyrics display a similar emotional gamut, ranging 
from the cutting social satire of Vive le Company, a 
portrait of the business executive who has made himself 
a cog in a machine, to the anguished regret of lost love

expressed in It’s Best This Way. Randle handles 
familiar themes with wit and intelligence, managing to 
steer clear of cliched banality.

The cast consists of Robert Jeffrey, Christine Chan
dler, Brian McKay and Barbara Barsky. Jeffrey and 
Chandler have the most powerful voices and give the 
best dramatic rendering to their solo numbers. Jeffrey 
blends bewilderment with nostalgia in asking What Went 
Wrong With the World? while Chandler conveys the 
regretful sadness behind ballads like Lots of-Luck Little 
Children.

The musical accompaniment is kept effectively 
simple. Bernie Senensky on piano, Gary White on bass 
and Don Vickery on drums provide all the in
strumentation necessary for Randle’s songs, neither 
clashing with nor intruding upon the lyrics.

Tickets are $3.50 for performances Monday through 
Thursday at 8:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday, there are 
two performances at 7:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. with 
tickets at $4.
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Eiectra - one of the best
%

' Billie' and 'De De' Pierce were part of the Preservation Hall 
Jazz Band Concert that had a sell-out crowd dancing in their 
seats at Burton Auditorium on Feb. 26.

By LYNN SLOTKIN

^ Eiectra is simply one of the best 
productions the St. Lawrence Centre 
has produced since it opened in 1970. 
All the components worked together 
as a unit for the good of the play not 
separately for their own ends.

The well known story of a sister 
(Eiectra) and brother’s (Orestes) 
revenge of their father’s murder and 
mother’s adultery, has two themes.

The prevalent theme is the ancient 
Greek’s view of the law, the im
petuosity of the gods and how both of 
these affected man’s future.

But the theme that is more ap
plicable in our time is the horrible 
implications of revenge killing, ‘an 
eye for an eye’. It seems especially 

— relevant in the light of the recent 
arguments concerning the abolition 
or retention of the death penalty.

Euripides, writing in 413 B.C., 
shows that the need for revenge on 
the part of Eiectra and Orestes is

strong, but the guilt and torment 
they feel after the killings is much 
stronger and worse.

Orestes must go through “mad
dening wandering” as a punishment 
before he finds happiness; Eiectra 
must “drain the fullness of a 
derer’s doom” before she finds her 
peace. Was avenging their father’s 
murder and their mothers adultery 
worth the result? Euripides 
definitely says no.

To say the least, the play is full of 
power and foreboding. Murray 
La lifer’s sombre, rocky set; Robert 
Doyle’s dark, rough looking 
costumes, especially those of the 
chorus, and Gabriel Charpentier’s 
eery music, all help to create the 
mood. The largest contributor, 
under Kurt Reis’ direction, is the 
cast, which is excellent, with 
exception.

Monique Mercure as Eiectra, is 
passionate, full of torment and 
anguish. She has incredible energy

and is almost animalistic. Richard 
Monette is aristocratic and tragic as 
Orestes. The chorus of five, superbly 
led by Marilyn Lightstone, is an echo 
of Eiectra; in a sense the chorus is 
her soul. Therefore, one sees the 
same high level of passion, the same 
utter desperation, the same energy.

The one detractor from this ex
cellence is Sean McCann as Eiec
tra’s farmer husband. While the 
play calls for him to be kind, 
honourable and compassionate, 
McCann is unbelievable and inef
fectual. However, Reis’ success of 
bringing out the fullest potential of 
the play and the rest of the cast, 
overpowers the performance and 
just makes it a lone black mark in an 
otherwise excellent effort.

One can only hope that Eiectra is 
not just a flash in the pan production 
enjoying a rare spurt of power and 
that future St. Lawrence works will 
follow suit.

Bill Bisset red hearmur-
By JOHNOUGHTON

Bill Bisset, West Coast chanter-singer-poet was here last week He gave a 
varied reading, performing his sound poetry with more relish than his 
earlier, more conventional poems. The sound effects are delivered by Bisset 
in a slightly reedy voice with a touch of country and western twang to it He 
spells funny too.

After peddling his new book pomes for yoshi in a disarming manner the 
poet read some angry poems about pigs and busts, and his experiences at a 
B.C. prison farm.

His poetry is however, generally personal rather than political. The poems 
that happen to him involve his immediate life. One says “happen” because 
as he said at the reading, “writing poems is also the voice of these things 
writing thru us.” 6

A gentle, unfocused man he sometimes does not seem to be there Was he 
here?

At the end, two fourths of the Horsemen tried to get a chant going based on 
Bisset's “if we’re here for anything at all, it’s to take care of the earth" but 
they remembered it incorrectly so the mantra wasn’t a success. The crowd 
was at fault too. I d tell you more but I’ve got laryngitis of the typewriter.

one
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girls get the hero 
1 in the end
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in a neuter state until a time analgous to the 
menstrual period. Then, as the situation 
warrants, they can take on either a male or 
female role. Either member of a married 
couple may have a child. But this is not the 
main point of the novel, simply the cultural _ 
context of the story •

Another woman writer who goes beyond the 
standard liberated future woman of sci-fi is 
Marion Zimmer Bradley. Her novels take 
place on a planet called Darkover where ESP 
power is high. Women who have high ESP 
power, like men, have high status. Bradley 
goes further by applying, for the first time, 
telepathy to sex. During intercourse, there is 
not only a joining of two bodies, but of two 
minds. Between telepaths there can be no 
falsehood, or dishonesty. Only true emotions, 
compatability and true love, if you will 
exist between the telepaths of Darkover.

Bradley’s latest novel, Darkover Landfall 
issued in January by DAW Books, is the 
first critical science fiction examination of 
the woman’s liberation movement. In it 
Camilla Del Rey is the highly efficient first 
officer of a space colony liner. It crashes and 
almost all supplies, including contraceptives, 

destroyed and half the passengers and 
are killed. The story is about Del Rey 

and a man with whom she becomes involved.
The dilemma confronting Camillia is that her 
role as an astrogater and computer expert 
disappeared when the ship crashed. Other 

— doctors, nurses, biologists and 
zoologists all have roles in the fight for sur
vival, Camillia does not. Yet, she doesn’t 
want to become a “walking baby machine.’’
She solves her problem partially by the 
heightened telepathic power inherent in the 
planets flora.

Farfetched you might say? But what ^ 
happens if our technology collapses through ~ - 
the energy crisis or a nuclear war? Will 
women be forced to return to the role they 
have occupied for centuries? And what will be 
the role of women in a future society in space 
or earth?

Darkover Landfall has taken the first steps 
to ask those questions. Both men and women 
writers of science fiction should ask a lot 

in the future about the roles of both

all. For the hero a woman usually played a 
twofold role; she was either a minor love 
interest or her hysterics and weakness were 
another problem he had to cope with.

(This idea still exists. A Soviet report on 
cosmonauts said that women have

.7
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women
better suited metabolisms to survive in 
hostile environments but their emotional 
instability rules them out in most cases).

Occasionally, male writers wrote of female 
dominated societies but without any degree of 
credibility. Sword and Sorcery fiction was no 
better. In that form of fantasy women were 
nothing but sexy sex objects. One sci-fi fan 
who is also a supporter of women’s liberation 
told me recently, “Conan (a popular super
hero) is the biggest male chauvinist in the 
history of literature.”

The first breaks appeared in the early 60’s 
with some writers taking a more sensible 
approach; since sex exists now, it will in the 
future so why not write about it? At the same 
time Andre Norton, a woman writer of ad
venture science fiction wrote one of the first 
stories from a woman’s point of view. It’s the 
story of a girl who is sold as a slave and 
survives after she escapes on a planet where 
the local alien culture is dominated by a 
matriarchy.

Norton continued to write women orien
tated stories during the 60’s, from the 
viewpoint of the (brand-new) role of the 
sorceress and her role in the male dominated 
barbarian world of the Sword and Sorcery 
fantasy. Not one of these women can be said 
to be stereotyped, they have their own fears, 
hopes and ideas and have as a well rounded 
personality as is possible in adventure fiction.

The women’s liberation movement has had 
some effect on science fiction, as the scope of 
women and sex in sci-fi have expanded 
quickly in the last few years. Some have 
simply brought the stereotype liberated 
women into the picture — for example what 
does a woman’s libber do when transported to 
a controlled 1984-like society of the next 
century?

Other novels, however, have asked deeper 
questions. Ursula K. LeGuin’s award winning 
The Left Hand of Darkness is the first novel to 
examine sex roles. On the planet Gethhen, the 
race is functionally bisexual, that is they are

Xl
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By ROBIN ROWLAND
Science fiction began by exploiting women. 

It doesn’t do it too much today, but in that 
supposedly far seeing genre where all things 
are probable, women have remained 
stereotyped. In fact, it is only in the past three 
years that the role of women in the future has 
been examined with the idea that women are 
actually human beings.

Margaret Mead has always looked 
critically at science fiction and said in 1970, "I 
think it’s worth mentioning . . . that on the 
whole women have never been able to bear 
science fiction and that it’s mostly written by 
15-year-old boys who had extraordinary 
technological imaginations and didn’t know a 
human being from a lamb, a goat or a pig.”

Science fiction can be divided by World War 
I. Before that time it was written for the 
popular gaslight magazines by many of the 
leading authors of the day. Canada's only 
major science fiction writer, Robert Barr, 
who died in 1912, presented women as human 
beings as much as was judged reasonable in 
the period. One of his short stories “The 
Revolt of The —” described how a group of 
women out did the robber barons to become 
leading capitalists. H.G. Wells, however, 
ignored women in his science fiction although 
he did write about suffragettes in several 
other works.

are
After World War I, science fiction became 

part of the pulp industry. Scantily clad but 
well-shaped young girls graced the covers in 
the grips of nefarious villains or slobbery bug
eyed monsters. Inside, the girl was usually 
the daughter of a scientist, mad or sane, who 
rewarded the hero with marriage, or at least 
a date.

When things got better for science fiction, it 
didn’t get better for women. A woman had her 
place in the social science fiction of the 40’s 
and 50’s and that place was home, minding 
the dome. The role of the woman was to 
reward the hero for whatever he did — as long 
as it wasn’t in bed, sex was taboo. Issac 
Asimov, today a leader in the field wrote in 
1939; “Women, when handled in moderation 
and with extreme decency, fit nicely in 
science fiction at times. However . . . good 
stories can be written with the total absence 
of the weaker sex.”

Some stories did look at the role of women 
but usually any woman was the stereotyped 
supermasculine type — if she got into space at

crew

women

more
sexes, no matter what may occur.

to impress people and make them fell that whatever is 
beneath must be of grand origin, and required con
siderable skill in preparation. If the dish is covered in a 
sauce, then sprinkle the sauce with a sharply contrasting 
garnish (old favourite tomato-spaghetti-sauce gets 
whitish cheese of course, or hard-boiled egg slices, etc., 
while lighter cream concoctions might go well with 
parsley, paprika, cheddar, or herbs.

One thing to keep in mind is what to do about 
vegetables ... if you can get the knack of catching and 
serving them when they’re just crisp and simply and 
unusually seasoned, you will become justly famous. It 
might be smarter to stick to a vegetable casserole, and 
do the old topping routine.

When it comes to dessert, if you can surmount the 
increasingly rampant trend to skipping this traditionally 
nutritionally superfluous and calorically fatal course, 
it’s hard to beat the appeal of simple ‘home cooking’ 
stuff like apple pie, home-made ice cream, cake or other 
baking : Nobody really gives a damn about your superb 
Peach Melba (neither do I) but they’ll really respect 
someone who can turn out a quality apple crisp, pie, or 
really rich brownies.

Despite this last little truism, next time a cram course 
in that preposterous culinary fraud ... the old flambe 
routine, from appetizer to dessert, plus a note on fon
dues, a table touch that can also be adapted to any 
course, and is probably a sure-fire kit to include in a 
geared-to-impress menu at some point . . . they’re also 
really good and quite filling.

Note ... a pie tight is also a sure-fire hit and certainly 
at least unconventional if not dignified...........

In this week’s triumphant return to the hallowed pages 
of wisdom that doth Excalibur make, we address our
selves to that age-old predicament which is that food is 
expensive, and good food is really dear.

How, then, to impress great Aunt Gertrude, the 
billionaire widow-relative from Chicago, in town to 
evaluate her fawning assorted heirs, hangers-on and 
erstwhile favourites, what is obviously needed is some 
magic with those crucial touches and garnishes that can 
make or break a dish.

Instead of starting the meal with some of those hideous 
floury little dinner rolls or doughy Wondergoo, slather 
any type of bread (if possible big chunks of dark rye, 
pumpernickel, or the like, with garlic butter, sprinkle 
with grated cheese and broil. Or serve hot banana bread, 
corn bread, or date bread, or even French bread (wrap it 
in foil, and warm in oven).

The next crucial step is to forget about hor d’oeuvres, 
unless you know some really good original ones. And 
everything I’ve ever experienced or observed in 
catering leads to the conclusion that celery and carrot 
sticks are the unquestionable favourite.

But next, the soup, which need not be super-fancy, at 
all, but serve it with a crust (or at least croutons, which 
is a sophisticated way of getting rid of old stale bread — 
butter, season, and toast it): just float some bread or 
toast on the surface, grate or slice a melty cheese over 
top, season (pepper, paprika, garlic, onion salt) and 
broil ... the gooier the crust ... the greater the snob 
appeal . . . (and taste). Don’t feel confined to onion soup 
for this touch either.

After soup comes salad. A simple tossed salad can be

Good Eats

Pseudo-Savoy
By HARRY STINSON

dressed up by using croutons (dress and toss at the last 
moment: then the breadcrumbs just absorb enough of 
the dressing etc, without going soggy, and the tableside 
tossing ritual is an important part). Bits of crumbled, 
grated, or shredded cheese are nice, as are anchovies, 
slices of hard-boiled egg, cottage cheese, scraps of meat, 
or fish (shrimp anyone?). Or if you want to be different, 
just whip up one of those simple jelly molds and heap 
cottage cheese, yogurt or something in the centre 
and/ or around it . . . sprinkle with paprika, chopped 
green onions, mint, or some other herb: serve on union 
picked lettuce leaves.

It is of course nice to serve an impressive main course 
too. Many items can be given unwarranted distinction by 
simply sprinkling with breadcrumbs, and/ or cheese, 
and broiling briefly. A garnish of parsley always seems
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- Masquers miss the mark

The Bacchae is dull and unimaginative
what he enunciated were lines that show genuine feeling. G. Edward 
were lifeless, without energy or Somonett did a reasonably good job 
force. There was no abandon, no as Cadmus, the old sad, follower of 
wildness. Indeed, all his energies Dionysus, as did Alison Smith, the 
seemed to go into insuring that he half-crazed, remorseful Agave, 
didn’t stub his toe as he walked 
barefoot from one end of the stage to been done and a few good per

formances couldn’t help. The only.
Ken Brown had moments of rage way to describe this production is to 

and spark, but only moments. Most quote Bette Midler: “The pits, 
of the time he was forcing himself to honey, the pits.”

people who questioned his divine “Your curls are long. You do not 
birth. He casts a spell over the wrestle, I take it.” In other words,
women of Thebes ; had them kill Pentheus was also a spoiled brat
Pentheus, a prime disbeliever in trying to show his strength by in-
him ; and then he banished them suiting Dionysus in the best way he
because they committed a crime, knew how, by attacking his 

Collier directed the obvious in the masculinity, 
play and therefore nothing new was 
learned. At one point in the play,
Pentheus commented on Dionysus’ 
good looks and long hair. Collier 
went for the obvious and misin
terpreted Pentheus to be a 
homosexual. Collier failed to 
acknowledge the insult following the 
complement. For example, Pen
theus said to Dionysus, “You are 
attractive, at least to women.” Or,

By LYNN SLOTK1N

The production of The Bacchae, 
directed by Cliff Collier and 
presented by the York Masquers, 
was dull, unimaginative, and' at 
times, misinterpreted.

Euripides was never keen on the 
divinity of the gods and in several of 
his plays he portrayed them as 
human-like, that is, with frailties, 
jealousies, and impetuous passions. 
This was never more true than in 
The Bacchae.

Euripides showed Dionysus, god 
of wine and fertility, to be a 
spoiled-brat bully, who tried to 
prove he was a god by punishing the

However, the damage had already

the other.Werner Herterich as Dionysus 
looked imposing enough. His finely 
chiselled looks were right for the 
part, and he enunciated well. But

The Master is very absurd
By DANNY ZANBILOWICZ

It seems that one of the simplest tasks facing a modern 
artist is for him to be absurd.

We all know how some members of the creative ranks, 
without trying, are remarkably successful ; and it is 
truly incredible what heights of inanity a writer can 
achieve when he sets half a mind to it.

Phillip Hopcraft has devoted all of his energies to 
creating a work to confuse and alienate an audience with 
its blatant absurdity. That he has succeeded with his 
play The Master, is as clear as the play is a tedious and 
theatrical exercise offering little, if anything, of value 
for audience consumption.

It is not easy to criticize a play that deals with the 
absurd, especially if it succeeds in proving its nihilistic 
point. Because every time the audience protests : “What 
the hell’s going on? This play doesn’t make any sense! ”, 
the playwright can retort: “Of course it doesn’t make 
any sense. The point is that there is no point, neither to 
this play, nor to your pathetic lives.”

Hopcraft’s play is anything but a reflection of our 
lives. He has thrown a gang of real and fictional

characters among whom are Moll Flanders, Chopin, 
Michelangelo, Charles II, and the Virgin Mary, into a 
setting of deliberate ambiguity. The characterizations 
are all treated stiff and vapid. The audience is treated 
more to a dull costume party than an evening of 
stimulating theatre. The actors while away the time by 
singing, dancing, playing charades, and relating to each 
other in monumentally trivial exchanges. Before long, 
we are indeed convinced that the actors on stage are 
involved in a pointless, absurd situation, but for Hop- 
craft to expect us to relate this artificially created limbo 
to our own lives, is both unreasonable and presumptuous 
of him. We are not given pertinent characters from 
whose absurdity we can draw parallels to 
existence. Instead we are told: “Look at these 
characters. They are absurd. So are you.”

It doesn’t work.
In spite of one or two brief moments of theatrical flair, 

The Master is a silly bore. Assert the validity of your 
existence with a good meal instead. It’s at Theatre Passe 
Murraille.

)c Culture Briefs
York artists on display
A group collection of a half a dozen York artist’s works will be on display 
March 6-9 in Winter’s Gallery. The works by the artists include photographs, 
boxes, post cards and many others pieces. The gallery is open from ten to 
four and the preview takes place March 5at 7p.m.

our own

Cabaret has something new
The Cabaret is planning something new. Barbara Budd, ably abetted by a 
group of equally talented York students, will present a program of songs and 
gags of the 30’s and 40’s tonight and tomorrow in Absinthe Coffee Shop, 
Winters College. Show times are 9 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. Admission is free and 
everyone is welcome.

the^Uoger
s
T

jsjjoe j5t)oppe?
NOW HAS 10 LOCA T/ONS

Villager Shoe Shoppes: SHOPPERS' WORLD (BRAMPTON)
CEDARBRAE SHOPPING PLAZA 
OSHAWA SHOPPING CENTRE
Adams Apple Boutique:
774 YONGE STREET 
126 BLOOR ST. WEST

115 YONGE STREET 
262 YONGE STREET 
1475 YONGE STREET 
101 BLOOR ST. WEST 
FAIRVIEW MALL Fill your mug with Golden.•''Design and Word Trade Marks in Canada 

of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."

Son of a Peperoni
That’saGoodPizza!

You create it. We’ll bake it. Then deliver it 
piping hot to your door. Drop in and have a 
pizza. The coffee’s on us. That home-made

goodness takes a little 
longer . . . please allow 

i one half hour for pizza. 
10% discount for pick-up.

L . ■ ’ -'h

Each size up to 20% 
larger than normal pizzas! ^36*3160

1237 FINCH AVE. WEST ■fcn if-
%

MOL
'•1■Xl+sem/ Ife

F't.
14 v. .
► } V

\I .

f
I « /
I U0L636-6420j 636-3160 1237 FINCH AVENUE WEST

REGULAR MEDIUM LARGE 
Basic - Tomate & Cheese $1.40 $1.65 $z.40

1st Choice:
2nd Choice :
3rd Choice:
4th Choice:
La Sem Special:

'The Works" - « Choices:

GIANT
$2.90

I
I 2.15 2.95 3.251.45I 3.20 3.402.451.85I 3.952.70 3.452.05
I 3.05 3.15 4.402.35

Molson Golden
A good smooth ale
Do you know what you’re missing?

1
4.25 4.853.452.75•T CHOICES:

PEPERONI * MUSHROOMS* BACON * GREEN PEPPER 
ONIONS * SLICED TOMATOES * ANCHOVIESI

IV 12:00 noen to midnight 
12:00 noon to1:00a.m.

DELIVERY SUNDAY TO THURSDAY 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY ✓

•CUT THIS OUT AND SAVB IT



This year, Intervac will have the most round tnp 
charter seats to Britain from Toronto - 52,600 
seats via WARDAIR. Fly in first class style aboard 
WARDAIR’s luxurious 747 SUPERJET with in
flight movie and multi-channel stereo ($2.50 extra) 
and seventeen friendly flight attendants. (April 
flights are WARDAIR Boeing 707jets.) Compli
mentary services include delicious in-flight meals 
and refreshments. Infants under two are carried 
free of charge. Isn’t this your year for Britain? 
Check the flight listings and plan now!

I

* .

New Advance Booking Charter1 rules simply require 
that you pay a $60.00 non-refundable deposit* per 
passenger AT LEAST 90 days prior to your de
parture date. For travel during April, May and June, 
the Advance Booking period has been shortened 
-see flight listings.
*Fare Protection Insurance available-$5.00

FOR YOUR RESERVATION 
COME AND 
SEE US: cZ

BOOK WELL IN ADVANCE OF 
FINAL CLOSING DATES AND 
GET THE FLIGHTS YOU WANT.
(Booking dates shown are the final dates on which 
we must file passenger lists In Ottawa)Ul

%

l
All flights depart from, and return to Toronto 
International Airport Arrivals and departures in 
Britain are at Gatwick (London).

& i
d

CENTRAL SQUARE / TEL. 661 0661

i di' 1
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Now you can fly charter to Britain 
on WARDAIR's747SUPER JET

\\ without joining a dub.
I'
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TORONTO TO LONDON RETURN

00$
MUST BOOK A.T.C.

BEFORE IOEWT. HO.DEPARTURE RETURN DURATION

JUNE 22-29-BOOK AT LEAST 60 DAYS IN ADVANCE
Sun. July 8 
Sun. July 15 
Mon. July 16 
Mon. July 23 
Tues. July 17 
Thurs. July 26 
Fri. July20 
Sun. July 15 
Sun. July 22

JULY 1-AUQ. 12-BOOK AT LEAST 90 DAYS IN ADVANCE
Sun. July 1 
Sun. July 1 
Mon. July 2 
Wed. July 4 
Thurs. July 5 
Fri. July 6 
Fri. July 6 
Sun. July 8 
Sun. July 8 
Mon. July 9 
Wed. July 11 
Thurs. July 12 
Fri. July 13 
Fri. July 13 
Sun. July 15 
Sun. July 15 
Mon. July 16 
Wed. July 18 
Thurs. July 19 
Fri. July 20 
Fri. July 20 
Sun. July 22 
Sun. July 22 
Mon. July 23 
Wed. July 25 
Thurs. July 26 
Fri. July 27 
Fri. July 27 
Sun. July 29 
Sun. July 29 
Mon. July 30 
Wed. Aug. 1 
Thurs Aug 2 
Fri. Aug. 3 
Fri. Aug 3 
Sun. Aug 5 
Sun Aug 5 
Mon. Aug. 6 
Wed Aug 8 
Thurs. Aug. 9 
Fri. Aug 10 
Fri. Aug. 10 
Sun Aug 12 
Sun. Aug. 12

Apr. 20 
Apr. 20 
Apr. 23 
Apr. 23 
Apr. 24 
Apr. 26 
Apr. 27 
Apr. 27 
Apr. 27

417A 
417B 
418A 
418B

16 days 
23 days 
22 days 
29 days 
22 days 
29 days
22 days 
16 days
23 days

Fri. June 22 
Fri. June 22 
Sun.June 24 
Sun. June 24 
Mon. June 25 
Wed.June 27 
Thurs. June 28 
Fri. June 29 
Fri. June 29

419
420
421
422A
422B

Mar. 30 
Mar. 30 
Apr. 1 
Apr. 3 
Apr. 4 
Apr. 5 
Apr. 5 
Apr. 6 
Apr. 6 
Apr. 6 
Apr. 10 
Apr. 11 
Apr. 12 
Apr. 12 
Apr. 13 
Apr. 13 
Apr. 13 
Apr. 17 
Apr. 18 
Apr. 19 
Apr. 19 
Apr. 20 
Apr 20 
Apr. 20 
Apr. 24 
Apr. 25 
Apr. 26 
Apr. 26 
Apr. 27 
Apr. 27 
Apr. 27
Apr. 30 
Mayl 
May 2 
May 2 
May 4 
May 4 
May 4 
May 7 
May 8 
May 9 
May 9 
May 11 
May 11

Mon. July 23 
Mon. July 30 
Tues. July 24 
Thurs. Aug. 2 
Fri. July 27 
Sun. July 22 
Sun. July 29 
Mon. July 30 
Mon. Aug. 6 
Tues. July 31 
Thurs. Aug. 9 
Fri. Aug. 3 
Sun. July 29 
Sun. Aug. 5 
Mon. Aug. 6 
Mon. Aug. 13 
Tues. Aug. 7 
Thurs. Aug. 16 
Fri. Aug. 10 
Sun. Aug. 5 
Sun. Aug. 12 
Mon. Aug. 13 
Mon. Aug. 20 
Tues. Aug. 14 
Thurs. Aug. 23 
Fri. Aug. 17 
Sun. Aug. 12 
Sun. Aug. 19 
Mon. Aug. 20 
Mon. Aug. 27 
Tues Aug.21
Thurs. Aug 30 
Fri. Aug. 24 
Sun. Aug. 19 
Sun. Aug. 26 
Mon. Aug 27 
Mon. Sept. 3 
Tues. Aug 28 
Thurs. Sept. 6 
Fri. Aug 31 
Sun. Aug. 26 
Sun. Sept 2 
Mon Sept 3 
Mon Sept 10

22 days 
29 days 
22 days 
29 days
22 days 
16 days
23 days 
22 days 
29 days 
22 days 
29 days
22 days 
16 days
23 days 
22 days 
29 days 
22 days 
29 days
22 days 
16 days
23 days 
22 days 
29 days
22 days 
29 days

'22 days 
16 days
23 days 
22 days 
29 days 
22 days 
29 days
22 days 
16 days
23 days 
22 days 
29 days 
22 days 
29 days
22 days 
16 days
23 days 
22 days 
29 days

423A
423B
424
425
426
427A
427B
428A
428B
429
430
431
432A
432B
433A
433B
434
435
436
437A
437B
438A
438B
439
440
441
442A
442B
443A
443B
444
445
446
447A
447B
448A
448B
449
450
451
452A
452B
453A
4S3B

TORONTO TO LONDON RETURN

00$
MUST BOOK A.T.C. 

BEFORE IOENT. NO.DEPARTURE DURATIONRETURN

MAY-BOOK AT LEAST 30 DAYS IN ADVANCE
Apr. 2 
Apr. 3 
Apr. 3 
Apr. 5 
Apr. 6 
Apr. 9 
Apr. to 
Apr. 10 
Apr. 12 
Apr. 12 
Apr. 13 
Apr. 13 
Apr. 16 
Apr. 17 
Apr. 17 
Apr 19 
Apr. 19 
Apr. 20 
Apr. 20 
Apr. 23 
Apr. 24 
Apr. 24 
Apr. 26 
Apr. 26 
Apr. 27 
Apr. 27 
Apr. 27

22 days 
todays
23 days 
22 days 
29 days
22 days 
17 days
23 days 
22 days 
29 days 
22 days 
29 days
22 days 
16 days
23 days 
22 days 
29 days 
22 days 
29 days
22 days 
16 days
23 days 
22 days 
29 days 
22 days 
29 days 
22 days

382Thurs May 3 
Fri. May 4 
Fri May 4 
Sun May 6 
Wed May 9 
Thurs May 10 
Fri. May 11 
Fri May 11 
Sun May 13 
Sun May 13 
Mon. May 14 
Wed May 16 
Thurs May 17 
Fri May 18 
Fri May 18 
Sun May 20 
Sun May 20 
Mon May 21 
Wed May 23 
Thurs May 24 
Fri May 25 
Fri May 25 
Sun May 27 
Sun. May 27 
Mon May 28 
Wed. May 30 
Thurs May 31

Mon. May 25 
Wed. May 20 
Wed. May 27 
Thurs May 28 
Thurs. June 7 
Fri June 1 
Sun. May 27 
Sun.June 3 
Mon. June 4 
Mon. June 11 
Tues June 5 
Thurs June 14 
Fri June 8 
Sun. June 3 
Sun.June 10 
Mon. June 11 
Mon June 18 
Tues June 12 
Thurs. June 21 
Fri. June 15 
Sun.June 10 
Sun June 17 
Mon. June 18 
Mon. June 25 
Tues. June 19 
Thurs. June 28 
Fri June 22

383A
383B
384
385
386
387A
387B
388A
388B
389
390
391
392A
392B 
393A 
393B
394
395
396
397A
397B
398A
398B
399
400
401

JUNE 1-JUNE 21 - BOOK AT LEAST 60 DAYS IN ADVANCE
todays 
23 days 
22 days 
29 days 
22 days 
29 days
22 days 
todays
23 days 
22 days 
29 days 
22 days 
29 days
22 days 
todays
23 days 
22 days 
29 days 
22 days 
29 days 
22 davs

Mar. 30 
Mar. 30 
Apr. 2 
Apr. 2 
Apr. 3 
Apr. 5 
Apr. 6 
Apr. 6 
Apr. 6 
Apr. 9 
Apr. 9 
Apr 10 
Apr. 12 
Apr. 13 
Apr 13 
Apr 13 
Apr 16 
Apr 16 
Apr 17 
Apr 19 
Aor. 20

Sun. June 17 
Sun June 24 
Mon. June 25 
Mon. July 2 
Tues. June 26 
Thurs. July 5 
Fri. June 29 
Sun. June 24 
Sun. July 1 
Mon. July 2 
Mon July 9 
Tues July 3 
Thurs July 12 
Fri July 6 
Sun July 1 
Sun July 8 
Mon July 9 
Mon July 16 
Tues July 10 
Thurs July 19 
Fri. July 13

AUG. 13-SEPT. 16-BOOK AT LEAST 90 DAYS IN ADVANCE
Mon. Aug 13 
Wed Aug 15 
Thurs Aug 16 
Fri Aug. 17 
Fri Aug 17 
Sun. Aug 19 
Sun. Aug 19 
Mon Aug 20 
Wed Aug 22 
Thurs Aug 23 
Fri. Aug 24 
Fri Aug 24 
Sun. Aug 26 
Sun. Aug 26 
Mon Aug 27 
Wed Aug 29 
Thurs Aug. 30 
Fri Aug 31 
Fri. Aug 31 
Sun. Sept. 2 
Sun Sept. 2 
Mon. Sept. 3 
Wed. Sept. 5 
Thurs. Sept. 6 
Fri Sept 7 
Fri. Sept. 7 
Sun Sept. 9 
Sun. Sept 9 
Mon. Sept 10 
Wed. Sept. 12 
Thurs. Sept 13 
Fri. Sept. 14 
Fri. Sept 14 
Sun. Sept. 16 
Sun. Sept. 16

Fri. June 1 
Fri. June 1 
Sun.June 3 
Sun.June 3 
Mon. June 4 
Wed. June 6 
Thurs. June 7 
Fri. JuneB 
Fri. JuneS 
Sun.June 10 
Sun. June 10 
Mon. June 11 
Wed.June 13 
Thurs. June 14 
Fri. June 15 
Fri. June 15 
Sun.June 17 
Sun June 17 
Mon. June 18 
Wed June 20 
Thurs June 21

402A
402B
403A
403B
404
405
406
407A 
407B 
408A 
408B
409
410
411
412A 
412B 
413A 
413B
414
415
416

45422 days 
29 days
22 days 
16 days
23 days 
22 days 
29 days 
22 days 
29 days
22 days 
16 days
23 days 
22 days 
29 days 
22 days 
29 days
22 days 
16 days
23 days
22 days 
29 days 
22 days 
29 days
22 days 
16 days
23 days 
22 days 
29 days 
22 days 
29 days
22 days 
16 days
23 days 
22 days 
29 days

May 11 
May 14 
May 15 
May 15 
May 15 
May 18 
May 18 
May 18 
May 21 
May 22 
May 23 
May 23 
May 25 
May 25 
May 25 
May 28 
May 29 
May 30 
May 30
June 1 
June 1 
June 1 
June 4 
June 5 
June 6 
June 6 
June8 
June 8 
JuneS 
June 11 
June 12 
June 13 
June 13 
June 15 
June 15

Tues. Sept. 4 
Thurs. Sept. 13 
Fri Sept 7 
Sun. Sept 2 
Sun. Sept 9 
Mon Sept 10 
Mon. Sept 17 
Tues Sept 11 
Thurs Sept 20 
Fri. Sept. 14 
Sun. Sept. 9 
Sun Sept. 16 
Mon Sept. 17 
Mon Sept 24 
Tues. Sept. 18 
Thurs Sept 27 
Fri Sept. 21 
Sun. Sept 16 
Sun. Sept 23
Mon. Sept. 24 
Mon. Oct. 1 
Tues. Sept 25 
Thurs. Oct. 4 
Fri. Sept. 28 
Sun. Sept. 23 
Sun. Sept. 30 
Mon. Oct. 1 
Mon. Oct. 8 
Tues. Oct. 2 
Thurs. Oct. 11 
Fri. Oct. 5 
Sun. Sept. 30 
Sun. Oct. 7 
Mon. Oct. 8 
Mon. Oct. 15

455
456
457A 
457B 
458A 
458B
459
460
461
462A
462B
463A
463B
464
465
466
467A
467B
468A
468B
469
470
471
666A
666B
667A
667B
668
669
670
671A 
671B 
672A 
672B

TORONTO TO LONDON RETURN

00$
MUST BOOK A.T.C. 

BEFORE IDENT. NO.DEPARTURE DURATIONRETURN

AFNIL-BOOK AT LEAST 15 DAYS IN ADVANCE
Mar 20 
Mar 21 
Apr. 2 
Apr. 6

21 days
22 days 
todays 
todays

378Thurs. Apr. 26 
Fri May 4 
Mon. May 7 
Fri. May 11

Thurs. Apr. 5 
Thurs. Apr. 12 
Wed Apr. 18 
Mon. Apr. 23

379
380
381

SEPT. 17-OCT. 14-BOOK AT LEAST 90 DAYS IN ADVANCE
22 days 
29 days
22 days 
16 days
23 days 
22 days 
29 days 
22 days 
29 days
22 days 
16 days
23 days 
22 days 
29 days

22 days
22 days 
16 days
23 days 
22 days
22 days
23 days 
22 days

673Mon. Sept. 17 
Wed. Sept. 19 
Thurs. Sept. 20 
Fri. Sept 21 
Fri. Sept. 21 
Sun. Sept. 23 
Sun. Sept. 23 
Mon. Sept. 24 
Wed Sept 26 
Thurs. Sept 27 
Fri Sept 28 
Fri. Sept. 28 
Sun. Sept 30 
Sun. Sept. 30

Mon. Oct. 1 
Thurs. Oct. 4 
Fri. Oct. 5 
Fri. Oct. 5 
Sun. Oct 7 
Thurs. Oct. 11 
Fri. Oct. 12 
Sun. Oct. 14

Tues. Oct. 9 
Thurs. Oct. 18 
Fri. Oct 12 
Sun. Oct. 7 
Sun. Oct. 14 
Mon. Oct. 15 
Mon. Oct. 22 
Tues. Oct. 16 
Thurs. Oct. 25 
Fri. Oct. 19 
Sun. Oct. 14 
Sun. Oct. 21 
Mon. Oct. 22 
Mon. Oct. 29

Tues. Oct 23 
Fri. Oct. 26 
Sun. Oct 21 
Sun. Oct. 28 
Mon. Oct. 29 
Fri. Nov. 2 
Sun. Nov. 4 
Mon. Nov. 5

June 15 
June 18 
Jpne 19 
June 20 
June 20 
June 22 
June 22 
June 22 
June 25 
June 26 
June 27 
June 27 
June 29 
June 29

June 29 
July 3 
July 4 
July 4 
July 6 
July 10 
July 11 
July 13

674
675
676A
676B
677A
677B
678
679
680
681A 
681B 
682A 
682B

683
684
685A
685B
686
687
688
689
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Stong scores 
upset victoryj

By ALAN ROSS markers to give Stong a 3-1 decision, 
in a .pM* and brutal final series ÆM, Tuï'Vé

6oaU™d=rmDaLSeB„e,SahrSitowhbo 
favoured OsgoodeOwis two games repeatedly broke Osgoode hearts
ÎLn°=hLl the,r first cham" with saves that often bordered on the
P'™shlP miraculous.

The games were rousing affairs The calibre of nlav was exrellpnt 
Stonp6prpf>ed thC heavy hittin8 of the throughout the series, and the large 
cS 8ht thmtCh|'ne i 3S ïey af! crowds were treated to three nights 
snn^rto/ï-h uya and voca of great entertainment, 
sffw Twn'VhP rVa10UH a“empt j° Certain incidents in the series
skatersd TWs (Srtip £ ?fS^0°,5e could not be overlooked: the 
skaters. This tactic paid off in the snowball attack hv th*. uin„a
Peter8uî?iehaSf S'°n8t W°n 4",° with on the Osgoode Owls in Game Three, 

n r irm® faa s' the fight involving Osgoode fans and
Osgoode then evened the series stone’s Ilninhn in rZmn 

with a come-from-behind 3-2 victory the heat,neunnft^
tahV5^Zgag=m%ïue,eWti?»=,l'] Gaulle TndTGLmtmr»

3m^=rTbuSmRl00del -Uhese °"-!*”», Serna
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York's Kenny Cheung executes a top spin smash York squad finished the tournament 
in Saturday's table tennis tournament as Allan place in a field of nine competitors. 
Thomas (seated), the referee, looks on. The

in fifth

York hosts table tennisi

Blues score againi

By TONY IORIO
With the aid of several oranges each, members 

of the table tennis teams from nine Ontario 
universities managed to play through twelve 
hours of competition last Saturday at the OUAA 
Invitational table tennis tournament held at Tait 
McKenzie.

Because an odd number of universities attended 
the tournament,they could not be divided into two 
divisions. As a result, the tournament saw each 
team play every other team, with the one with the 
best record winning first place.

A single match consisted of ten games and to 
save time, the team that won the first six games 
won the match. However, even with the eight 
tables supplied by the Ontario Table Tennis 
Assoc., the tournament, which began before 10 
am, ended at ten pm.

In spite of this and the fact that there were few 
spectators, the players enjoyed themselves and 
there was a general spirit of good sportsmanship.

“It’s all a matter of reflex’’ commented Nobby 
Wirkowski, a chief organiser of the tournament. 
Watching Larry Lee make what one spectator 
called a “fake chop top side spin”, it wasn’t hard 
to believe. The ball seemed to defy the law of 
motion as it bounced, deflected 60 degrees to the 
right, bounced again and deflected off to the left.

Lee was the Individual Winner of the tour
nament. He has been playing for thirteen years 
and has won the National Tennis Table Closed 
Championship in ’65, '66, ’69 and ’72.

The results were close. Ryerson, with a record 
of seven wins and one loss was tied with Waterloo 
which had a 6-2-0 record. But first place was given 
to Ryerson since they had won one more game 
(not match). In the match between Ryerson and 
Waterloo, Ryerson had lost to Waterloo.

York placed fifth after McMaster and U. of T. 
However, York came second in the Double 
Standing and Alain Thomas of York placed third in 
the Individual Standing.

By ED P1WOWARCZYK

Dave Tataryn in semi-final action the previous night

period to take a 4-1 lead into the dressing 
the third with four more markers

“d *» w‘">

a"dKr Rbu"ke had two each' Netminder Gary Innés and Mike Keenan 
Warriors 50-24 0r°n P 3yerS n°l t0 collect a P°int The Blues outshot the

In the other Friday night semi-final contest Western edged the Laurentian 
Voyageurs 5-4. Slywchuk scored twice for the Mustangs while Frank Hamill 
led the Laurentian attack with two goals.

and finished off the scoring inroom

(Classified Ads Want ads are accepted in Room III, Central Squarp)\ 
and have to be prepaid. Up to 20 words cost $1.00. ad- X 
ditional words are 5 cents each, up to total of 30 words. I 
headline is Tuesdays 12 noon. J

I
I

ESSAYS tJsYesINlGetteRs c„ ..... ?» SALÈ HELP WANTED personal travel

««elKfrdp£=,upmmEUROPE

perience. Jane Sheppard area^from AMPEX «0 WATT ------ :-------7----- CAR REPAIRS & SALES
WsPeFran,armoCa" 8’48' PJ"'*. combined with ste'rTcâssttïe WE TRY PRETTY HARD . . .

player recorder - $175.00. Dual 1212 , .
turntable complete — $85.00. Roberts *° *eeP your TRIUMPH,
1725 reel to reel stereo recorder, plus JAGUAR, 
many tapes - $150.00. Phone 742-7268. AUSTIN going well but

even we can cop out 
sometimes. Don't go away 
unhappy, come back and 
shout at us and it will be 
fixed real quick.
Fossman British Leyland
Service and Tuning Centre 

961 Roselawn Avenue 
(North of Eglinton,
East of Dufferin)

*
* Car Rentals and Sales
* Studentrad Pass
* Student Fares on Ships to Europe
* Cheap Charter Flights

i SERVICES®

ABLE OPTICAL1 CONQUEST TRAVEL
782 5033

PROFESSIONAL TYPING by ex
cellent typist on IBM Selectric 
typewriter — Grammar, spelling, and 
punctuation corrected. 50c 
745 1 235.
FAST, ACCURATE TYPING:
Reasonable price of 40c per page. 
Paper is supplied. Pick-up and 
delivery. For a job well done, call 223- 
6657.

Glasses the same day we fill doc 
tor s prescriptions, repair and replace 
broken glasses expertly. Large 
selection of modern frames at 
reasonable prices. Located in the Jane 
Finch Mall opp Food City
Cary Quail,
Optician,

M.G., or
per page.

Travelling in EuropeWHY FREEZE
THIS WINTER? INTERNATIONAL 

STUDENT I. D card, 
student railpass, 
rentals, cheapest and most 
dependable charter flights, 
camping tours etc.
All available now from :

AOSC, 44 St. George St , 
Toronto 5, 416-962-8404.

(The Student Travel Co-op 
owned by your Student 
Council)

638-2020Fur coats & fur jackets used, from 
$10-00. Excellent selection of 
furs; Muskrat, Racoon, Rabbit, 
Fox, Viscasha, etc., now on sale. 
Trade ins excepted.

new carPSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES 
DEPARTMENT

EXPERIENCED TYPIST will type 
term papers, dicta work, theses, etc., 
at home. Please call Susan Schaffel, 
493 9485. PAUL MAGDER FURS — Individual and group 

Counselling 
— Academic Aid 
— Community Service 

Room 145 B.S.B. 667-2304 
Open Mon.-Fri. 9a.m. - 5p.m. 

24hr. Emergency: 667-3333

202 Spadina Ave. (above Queen) 
Tel. 363 6077

Mon. Sat. 9 6 p.m. Open Thurs 
'til 8 p.m.

ACCOMMODATION
JR. ONE BEDROOM available May 
1st. Pool, sauna, 10 minute walk to 
York (1 Fountainhead Rd.). Call 661

TYPING DONE AT HOME : Bay view 
& Cummer area. Essays, theses, 
reports, etc. Call 226-3777___________
EX SECRETARY requires typing at 
home. Fast accurate service. 
Reasonable rates. Phone 492 1674.

783-7372 783-6646

10 STUDENT PARTS 
DISCOUNT
and free Pick up and Drop 

"f service.
MISCELLANEOUS

GUITAR LESSONS classical and folk 
taught by qualified Royal Con 
servatory student in the east end. 
Beaches area. Phone, Sue — 691-4515. 
FREE KITTENS : We have 2 in
credible black female kittens. If we 
don't find homes for them by next week 
we have to take them to the Humane 
Society. Please call 533-8601.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST on essays, 
theses, etc., 50c per page, 8-1/2 x 11", 
double spaced, electric typewriter. 
Immediate service. Call (Mrs ) W A 
McConnell, 225 4551.

TRAVEL EUROPE-SUMMER 73
QUEBEC SKI TOUR. March 17 22nd. 
$69.00. Five full days of skiing at Mt. St. 
Anne. All transportation and ac 
commodation included. Information: 
Write Canadian Ski Tours, 25 
Taylorwood Drive, Islington or phone 
Gord Allan 247 2339.

TORONTO to LONDON
from $79.00 one way 
or $155.00 return.

Take a dependable charter.
Contact: AOSC, 44 St. George 
St., Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 - or 
C.Y.S.F., Rm. Nlll, Ross.

LARGE PENT OUSE BACHELOR
Apartment for su.,i°t in University City 
at 1 Fountainhead Avenue. Will rent at 
$148/month. New lease rate on same 
apartment is now $158.00. Call days, 
636 1110.

EXPERT TYPING done at reasonable 
rates. Essays, papers, reports, theses, 
etc. Several years experience in this 
work. Telephone Miss G. Singer, 481- 
3236. .................
TYPIST AVAILABLE, Leslie Finch HELP WANTED
area, to type reports, essays, notes, If you've oof vour thine.

r,’“ Pl““ ■ --.ether eed wemear thls

FOR SALE %ur?nl.”,„!,Ud! «S*»
UNIQUE ANTIQUE prints. you're really interested in
Unusual offer for the beginning helping peODle. we're
collector (staff or student). "Punch" offerina vou rh=llennin«magazine prints, all 95 years old, VOU Challenging,
framed, matted, black 8, white. creative work living in a
various sizes, subjects, prices, $7.00 or community residence for
$9.00. Perfect for gift or conversation youthful offenders Must
piece. Jayde 633-9211. be intelligent, stable and

committed.
Phone Toronto [416] 487- 

5361 or London [519] 679- 
1835.

STUDENTRAIL PASS in Europe. 
Prices go up on March 15. Buy now at 
old prices — $135.00 for two months. 
Conquest Travel, 782 5033.NOI

BOOK EARLY AND SAVEFINGER NAILS & 
EYELASHES

BE A YOUNG EUROPEAN 
THIS SUMMER1 EXCALIBUR

ADVERTISING

667-3800

■

Permanent nails and lashes 
applied by trainees at fan
tastic savings.

Special brochure on dif
ferent trips through 
Europe and Russia ex
clusively for 
travellers.

youngCALL - 636-8535MOTORCYCLE 1972 KAWASAKI 90
with only 2,000 miles. Excellent 
dition and a perfect city bike. $350.00 — 
Steve at 661 9811.

con 1183 Finch Ave. W. Suite 403 
5 week training course available.

Contact GOWAY, Suite 104 
53 Yonge Street, 863-0799.
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Team scores again e m

Yorktourney promotes inter-university judo
lands on his back or side ), by holding 
the opponent down for a specified 
time or by chocking him for a 
specified amount of time.

The tournament started at 1:30 
with individual matches, divided 
into four categories: lightweight 
(under 170 lbs), heavyweight, white 
to green belt, and blue to black belt.

According to Andy Hart, chief 
referee of the tournament, it takes .• • jwr;
townrlclds < "si*

preceeding belts, to the first of ten 
grades of the black belt. An average 
person would take seven or eight 
years to earn his first grade of black 
belt.

By TONY IORIO

York’s judo team finished second 
after the University of Toronto, 

the nine Universities com-among
peting in the O.U.A.A. Invitational 
Judo Tournament Saturday at Tait 
McKenzie.

The tournament, the first of its 
kind, was held to promote the sport 
and encourage competition among 
Ontario universities. There were few 
spectators, but plenty of action as 
the contestants tugged and heaved 
at each other, bursting out with 
maniacal cries in trying to throw 
their opponents to the floor.

There were moments of tense 
apprehension as spectators watched 
pinned contestants trying to squirm 
free from their oppressors, who 
were methodically choking the life 
out of them to happy shouts of 
“tighter, tighter! ” from team mates 
while the blood, rising to their 
victims’ faces, turned a deeper 
shade of purple. The referee stopped 
them before they passed out.

The matches were held on two 
mats, each 40’ by 40’ with 30’ by 30’ 
designated as the ring. The matches 
were four minutes long and five 
minutes for the finals. In order to 
win a match, one must gain two 
points. One point can be gained by a 
good throw (where the opponent
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eliminated the university of 
Guelph’s team to enter the final 
match with Varsity.

è
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The York team

-

Ron Muirhead, coach of York’s 
team, admitted that York was 
overmatched outmatched by the U. 
of T. He pointed out that U. of T. had 
four black belts and one brown to our 
three brown, one green and one 
white. He was pleased with the | 
team’s performance and with the 
individual team members, who won 3 
several placements in the individual * 
matches. I

Z
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Saturday's invitational judo tournament held at 
the Tait McKenzie building.The grim and determined combat pictured 

above was typical of the action to be found atYork Cager named all-star 
in final season of play York winger chosen as all-star

By RON KAUFMAN
Centre Bob Weppler, the 6 ft. 6 in. leading scorer and rebounder playing in By ED PIWOWARCZYK

his final for the basketball Yeomen, was recently named to the first all-star York’s speedy right winger BarT Je Jins (Queen’s) • right wing -
for the eastern division of the OUAA. It was his second time around on only hockey Yeoman to earn a berth on the OUAA (Queens), rignt wi g

the team being named to the second quad last year. eastern all-star team. Jenkins was named to the right First team western all-stars were: goal — Jake
The all-star units were selected by a vote of the coaches in the OUAA, each wing of the first team all-stars in the eastern section, last Dupuis (Waterloo); defense — Dick Oudekerk

voting for players in their own division and not being allowed to vote for year having been a member of the second team. (Western) Peter Paleczny (Waterloo); centre — Mike
players on his own team. All selections were voted on by the coaches around the J.ujmond (Waterloo) ; left wing - Ejay Queen (Wind-

The other first team all-stars in the east were Lome Bowles (Carleton), league, following the format used for basketball. wing _ Dave Farago (Guelph).
Jon Love (Carleton), Guy Vetrie (Laurentian) and Merv Sabey (Ottawa). Other first team selections in the east were: goal ’ 6 mMurfed- enal — Scott Mc-

The second team in the east consisted of Mel Bishop, (Laurentian), Vic Bruce Durno (Toronto; defense - Warren Anderson The wf^.s second,^‘" pun upward (Western) 
Chandler (Ottawa), Paul Howard (Queen s), Jon Lefebure (Carleton), and (Toronto), Mike Fox (Laurentian) centre - Bob Munro Fatten ,«inds“r,J."“se ce™ ,;aly coons

division all-stars were Pau, Btlewicx (Water,»,, 'KM» £ LEi» foa, -

Bruce Coulthard (Windsor), Rod Dean (Lutheran), Wayne Morgan Dave Tataryn (Laurentian); defense — Steve Aubrey wing — Russ Elliot (Waterloo).
(Guelph) and Mike Moser (Waterloo).

(Ottawa), John Vanderburg (Laurentian); centre — 
the Frank Hamill (Laurentian) ; left wing — Jim Sunstrum

Kent Rhunke (Toronto).
was

team
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'( Sports JSports Editor Ed Piwowarczyk

It's been a long time coming

Women athletes make inroads to locker rooms
grade “tom-boy” girls who exhibited high 
levels of anxiety because they enjoyed their 
role, but felt the stigma of not “growing out” 
of their tom-boy stage into their expected 
female roles. Conversely, for the little boy 
who doesn’t exhibit he-man sports en
thusiasm, there is also anxiety.

For the female athlete who does brave the 
negative labels, the long anti-social hours 
spent training and conditioning, the rewards 
do not compare with her male counterpart 
who makes the same sacrifices. For the 
women, facilities, coaching and training 
techniques are inferior. Her opportunities are 
narrower, and once she leaves school, there 
are few industrial leagues or other structures 
that allow her to play sports for enjoyment 
alone.

By MARILYN SMITH

The locker room, with its chauvinist jokes 
and jock straps, will be the last to collapse. 
But already women are making inroads in the 
long male dominated realm of sports and 
their progress marks a radical change for all 
athletes.

In four short years, 14 to 16 year-old girl 
swimmers have trained to a level where 
they’re smashing world records in in
ternational competition. In the high schools, 
young girls have raised the calibre of their 
play to a standard that three years ago was 
typical of university women’s teams. And in 
the communities, little girls are flocking to 
hockey arenas and baseball diamonds as fast 
as leagues are set up.

NEW YORK OPENS TEAMS
These developments are reverberations of 

the women's movement. A recent test case 
in New York has opened up all school teams in 
that state to both boys and girls who succeed 
in the try-outs. But for little girls and women 
in sport, the battle will be longer and harder 
than battles fought in other male dominated 
areas.

At York, for instance, in 1969, women had 
seven varsity teams. This year there are 12, 
but the budget for women is $23,000 and for 
the men, $58,800. York women students 
complain that the only training room is 
located in the men’s shower room and that 
there are no women trainers to work 
women’s athletic injuries.

Mary Lyons, the women’s athletic director, 
says that women trainers will be brought into 
the student training course next year, but she 
says that the men get more money because 
they have more teams. “The question is not 
one of equal funding, but one of fairness — are 
any women being refused,” Lyons says.
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f ^ l ■ For sport perpetrates the “male image” 
more pervasively than any other function in 
our society. The vanquishing of a weaker 
opponent by aggression, brute strength, win- 
at-all costs and cut-throat competition are 
nowhere more sanctioned than on the playing 
field of professional sports. No other societal 
function feeds the notion of male dominance 
as efficiently as sport. And no other in
stitution, carried to the ends of professional 
leagues, so effectively exploits this image to 
create a product that is marketed and con
sumed by a spectator public made sedentary 
by the intimidating myth of the virile male 
super-athlete.

Along the way, sport has become the 
preserve of a few super stars capable of 
competing because there is only one ac
ceptable standard. The rest of us sit in the 
stands or in front of our TV’s, intimidated and 
fearing to play. Worse still, a mass body of the 
population is turned away from physical 
exercise and sport by demands of a value 
system that makes anything less than a star 
performance unacceptable and second-rate.
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Marion Ley, a member of the Canadian 
swim team in the 1968 Olympics, talked about 
her training experiences recently in a Toronto 
conference on women. The whole team, in
cluding super-fish Elaine Tanner performed 
far below their expected level. It’s only now, 
she said, five years later, that she is begin
ning to get over a guilt of “failing her coun
try” and was able to analyse some of the 
reasons for their lack-lustre performance.

1

■§■1 “JUST SWIM YOUR BEST”

She described a training schedule in a Banff 
hotel pool — kidney shaped and shorter than 
competition size and directions from coaches 
to "just swim your best”. There was no 
preparation for the high Mexican altitudes, 
disastrous to an athlete not conditioned for 
that difference, and finally, politics and not 
ability was the basis for the selection of the 
team’s coaches.
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SPORTS NOT"LADYLIKE”

For women, an anti-sport socialization is 
the major stumbling block. Little girls get 
dolls and skipping ropes, little boys have bats, 
balls and hockey sticks thrown in their 
cradles. A Victorian England government 
pamphlet warned women that sport would 
make them flat-chested and impair their 
ability to reproduce. In some high schools 
still, women aren’t allowed a broad jump 
event because “it isn’t good for them”. Young 
girls are left with the impression that their 
anatomy will somehow fall apart if they 
undergo the stress and physical exertion 
necessary to be a good athlete. Worse yet, 
they are told that the serious pursuit of their 
sport will deprive them of the social life, the 
parties and boyfriends so important to any 
young girl’s existence.

Ley described how the women’s chaperone 
came into their room one night as the women 
were exercising and admonished them not to 
“overdo it”.

“We were all athletes who had been 
training and conditioning for years to get to 
that point. We had a serious, professional 
approach to our sport and knew what we 
could and couldn’t do with our bodies. It was 
just ridiculous,” Ley said.

York's Debbie Van Kiekebelt, a track star of both national and international stature, 
is a prime example of the success and problems facing the modern female athlete. A 
few women have met with recognition but still must contend with male prejudice.

Competitive equality 
possible in fencing

Her experience is an example of the 
frustration women in sport must undergo. 
Even for the few who overcome a deficit 
socialization and the other obstacles to pursue 
sport, her achievement is still accorded a 
second rating. The woman athlete is still 
regarded as the curtain-raiser for the men’s 
events.

By FREDGRANEK
Fencing is one sport in which neither 

strength nor size is excessively, important. 
Speed, agility, stamina and coordination are 
the most significant physical requirements 
offsetting the other two.

Good fencing reduces itself to good head- 
work. It is a game of traps and countertraps ; 
of strategy and execution ; of the deduction of 
intent and the induction of desired response. 
Aggression also plays an important role ; but 
the myth of men being more aggressive than 
women is just that, a myth.

Thus fencing is one sport in which men and 
women can compete as equals. With all of the 
training requisites being constant, two fen
cers of similar skills, one male and one 
female, should on the average have an equal 
number of victories against each other.

This, however, is very difficult to prove. In 
North America, women oply compete in foil, 
but not in sabre or epee. Aside from such 
paired competitions as the “He and She”, in 
which male-female teams compete against 
each other, men and women meet in foil and 
only in practice.

There are also psychological problems. 
Men fencing women ease up (or at least say

they do) out of sexual deference. Women, 
fencing men, usually seize up and get tense. 
The only person who could make a competent 
analysis of the relative skills of male and 
female fencers is a fencing master who 
teaches and trains both.

One of the top masters (who wishes to 
remain anonymous) opined, that, on the basis 
of his observation of practice sessions in 
which both participants got annoyed with 
each other and started fencing all out, the top 
female fencers were the equal of the top men. 
He also said that at the university level, aside 
from the men’s teams from York and the 
University of Toronto, the OWIAA foilists 
were as competent (and as incompetent) as 
their OUAA counterparts.

A few weeks ago, CITY TV filmed two foil 
bouts, between last year’s Canadian 
National’s Women’s Champion Donna 
Henniey and the top male foilist on the York 
squad. She won both bouts, 5 hits to 1. The 
score may or may not have been a valid 
standard of their respective skills, but the 
outcome was. The woman had about eight 
years more experience than her opponent.

In essence, in the sport of fencing, sexual 
distinction is completely unnecessary.

Although there is very little research on 
women in sport, the available studies, notably 
by Dorothy Harris, a physical educator at 
Penn State University, reveal that women 
can easily bear the stress of athletic training 
and get the same positive benefits as her male 
counterpart. Harris said that athletes, both 
male and female, tend to be achievement- 
oriented, tough-minded, enduring, and 
competitive.

PARITY PERFORMANCE
Whether or not women will ever achieve 

parity of performance with male athletes is a 
moot point. Some probably will. Women are 
breaking rocords set by men 20 years ago, but 
the catch-up process has a long way to go. But 
most women athletes will never achieve those 
standards, just as most male athletes can 
never match such performances.

The entry of women in sport, if it does not 
duplicate the deficiencies of the male athletic 
system, has potential to revolutionize sport. 
The present star system doesn’t ac
commodate anyone but the super-achievers. 
Just as wrestling and boxing recognize body 
and weight differences and accord high 
ratings nonetheless for achievement within 
many standards, so should all sports ac
commodate varying performances. The 
acceptance of women in athletics means a re
humanizing of sport so that its benefits as an 
activity can be shared beyond the ranks of the 
super-stars.

Yet all these attributes are seen by our 
society as the prerogative of the male — a 
woman who has these things in her character 
is viewed as “unfeminine”. Scholars have 
scoffed at the notion that women are passive 
by nature. The link is cultural, as evidenced 
by comparative studies, both geographic and 
historic, of different societies.

TOM BOY GIRLS

“In North America, a boy’s involvement in 
sport reinforces what he’s expected to 
become, but it’s a negative association for the 
female who’s followed the same pattern,” 
Harris says. She gave the example of fourth-
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